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6

Attorneys for Defendant Ford Motor Company

1
2
3
4

7
8

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA

9

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MARICOPA

10
11
12
13

ARMANDO RIVERA, a single man, and
as natural parent for MONSERRAT
RIVERA, a minor child, SOPHIA DIAZ, as
next of kin for ARCELIA DIAZ and INEZ
ASTORGA, deceased single adults, JAIME
ROBERTO PEREZ, as natural parent for
JAIME PEREZ, a minor child,

14

Plaintiffs,

15

v.

16

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, a foreign
corporation; LEDEZMA AUTO SALES, an
Arizona Corporation; LORENZO FAVELA
and JANE DOE FAVELA, husband and
wife, JOHN DOES I-X, JANE DOES I thru
X, BLACK CORPORATIONS I-X; WHITE
CORPORATIONS I-X,

17
18
19
20

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV2005-017559
FORD MOTOR COMPANY’S
SEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL and
EXPERT DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT

(Tort-Product Liability-Negligence,
Wrongful Death)

(Assigned to the
Honorable Glenn Davis)

21
22

Pursuant to Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 26.1, Defendant, Ford Motor

23

Company (“Ford”), hereby submits its seventh supplemental and expert disclosure

24

statement. Supplemental information will appear in bold.

25

PREFATORY STATEMENT

26

Ford’s investigation of the facts relating to this incident is incomplete and is

27

continuing. Ford has not yet received or collected all documents relating to this action,

28
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1

interviewed all witnesses in this lawsuit, nor completed its discovery or preparation of its

2

defenses to plaintiffs’ various allegations. Ford reserves the right, at any time in this

3

litigation, to identify additional witnesses, information or documents, if any, that pertain to

4

any such theories known or unknown, or which may be discovered.

5

This case is in its preliminary stages and information relating to the plaintiffs’

6

allegations of liability is limited. Notwithstanding the foregoing, pursuant to Rule 26(a)(1)

7

Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure, and in a good faith effort to comply therewith, Ford

8

discloses the following:

9

I.

FACTUAL BASIS OF DEFENSES

10

This litigation stems from a four vehicle accident on May 28, 2005. According to

11

the accident report, at approximately 12:55pm, Plaintiff Armando Rivera was operating

12

a 1998 Ford Explorer 4X2, 2 door (“Explorer”) on Interstate 17 at or near its intersection

13

with Rose Garden Lane, in Phoenix, Arizona. According to the accident report, the

14

Explorer was stopped, or nearly stopped, in the northbound direction of the left lane for

15

a traffic backup on Interstate 17. The Explorer was struck in the rear by a Ford F-150

16

being driven by Lorenzo Favela. According to the accident report, Mr. Favela had been

17

traveling approximately 70 mph and swerved left to avoid hitting the Explorer in the left

18

northbound lane. The accident report notes that Mr. Favela was traveling at

19

approximately 70 mph and left no skid marks prior to the collision. The impact caused

20

the Explorer to strike the rear of the 2000 Dodge Stratus driven by Linda Begay in front

21

of it. The Stratus was then forced into the rear of the 2005 Ford Explorer in front of it.

22

In the 1998 Explorer, Plaintiff Armando Rivera was seated in the driver’s seat,

23

Arcelia Diaz was seated in the front passenger seat, Jamie Perez was seated in the left

24

rear seat, Inez Astorga was seated in the middle rear seat, and Monserrat Rivera was

25

seated in the right rear seat. The 1998 Explorer caught on fire. Armando Rivera exited

26

the vehicle and tried to assist Arcelia Diaz out of the vehicle, but she partially stuck in

27

the front passenger seat. A witness, Hector Ramos, also assisted in extracting Ms.

28
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1

Diaz from the Explorer. Armando Rivera sustained third degree burns to his arms and

2

legs. He was transported by Air Evac helicopter to the Maricopa County Hospital Burn

3

Unit where he was admitted. Arcelia Diaz sustained burns to 82 percent of her body.

4

She was transported by DPS Ranger 41 helicopter to the Maricopa County Hospital

5

Burn Unit where she was admitted. On June 2, 2005 at 1825 hours, Ms. Diaz was

6

pronounced dead at the burn unit as a result of burn related trauma.

7

Monserrat Rivera was extracted from the vehicle by Andrew Morgret, a scene

8

witness. Monserrat Rivera sustained a laceration to her face. She was transported by

9

Phoenix Fire Department ambulance #R-30 to the Maricopa County Hospital where she

10

was treated. Jaime Perez and Inez Astorga were unable to be extracted from the

11

Explorer prior to the vehicle being engulfed in flames. Jaime Perez and Inez Astorga

12

were pronounced dead at the scene by the Phoenix Fire Department personnel at

13

approximately 1305 hours. According to the Maricopa County Medical Examiner, the

14

cause of death of both Jamie Perez and Inez Astorga was 100 percent burns and

15

inhalation of flames.

16

Mr. Favela, driver of the 2002 Ford F-150 sustained cuts and abrasions to his

17

hands and legs. He was treated at the scene by the Phoenix Fire Department. His

18

passenger/son, Jesus Favela, sustained cuts, contusions, a fractured nose and

19

fractured eye socket. He was transported by the Phoenix Fire Department Ambulance

20

#R-42 to the John C. Lincoln Hospital (North Mountain) where he was admitted.
The driver and two passengers in the 2000 Dodge Stratus suffered minor

21
22

injuries, were treated and released. Their vehicle was towed from the scene.
The driver and two passengers in the 2005 Ford Explorer suffered no injuries.

23
24

They were able to drive from the scene in their vehicle.

25

II.

26
27
28

DEFENSE LEGAL THEORIES
Ford has not yet had an opportunity to conduct an investigation or engage in

formal discovery concerning the accident.

Ford reserves the following defenses
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1

pending further investigation and discovery:

2

At this time, Ford understands that Plaintiffs allege that the subject vehicle was

3

defective and unreasonably dangerous because it contained a defective fuel system.

4

Additionally, Ford understands that Plaintiffs allege that Ford was negligent in designing

5

and manufacturing the subject Explorer.

6

Ford contends that the 1998 Explorer 4X2 involved in this accident embodied a

7

state-of-the-art design that was neither unreasonably dangerous nor defective. A.R.S.

8

§§12-681, et seq. At trial, Ford will establish that the Explorer, specifically the fuel

9

system, was neither defective nor unreasonably dangerous. Ford intends to present

10

expert evidence, as well as design and testing information, which demonstrate that

11

these systems are well-designed and safe and are not unreasonably dangerous or

12

defective. The evidence will also demonstrate that Ford was not negligent in anyway.

13

Rather, the subject Explorer was state-of-the-art, met industry standards at the time,

14

and complied with the federal standards then in effect. See Deyoe v. Clark Equipment

15

Co., Inc., 134 Ariz. 281, 285, 655 P.2d 1333, 1337 (App. 1982) (evidence of state-of-

16

the-art, industry standards, and government standards is admissible).

17

Moreover, a manufacturer has no duty to equip its vehicles with a safety device

18

not mandated by federal safety standards. See, e.g., Cooper v. General Motors Corp.,

19

702 So. 2d 428 (Miss. 1997); Schwartz v. Volvo North America Corp., 554 So. 2d 927

20

(Ala. 1989). Likewise, a manufacturer has no duty to make a product that incorporates

21

only the ultimate in safety features. Piper v. Bear Medical Sys, Inc., 180 Ariz. 170, 883

22

P.2d 407 (App. 1993); Raschke v. Carrier Corp., 146 Ariz. 9, 11, 703 P.2d 556, 558

23

(App. 1985).

24

Ford also expects to establish that Plaintiffs’ damages were not caused or

25

enhanced by any alleged defect in the 1998 Explorer 4X2. Furthermore, Plaintiffs will

26

be unable to establish that their alleged damages were caused by the defects or

27

negligence alleged in their Complaint.

28

Rather, the cause of this accident and any
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1

resulting injuries was the negligence of other parties and non-parties to this case,

2

including Plaintiffs’ negligent operation of the subject vehicle. Accordingly, in addition to

3

the defenses based upon the state-of-the-art, misuse, and negligence per se,

4

Defendant may present evidence to support a comparative fault issue.1

5

At this time, Ford has not received sufficient evidence to evaluate Plaintiffs’

6

claims against the Co-Defendants and reserve the right to argue these Defendants’

7

liability as the case progresses. Ford also will defend Plaintiffs’ claims by asserting the

8

affirmative defenses that are set forth in their answers.
Ford will supplement this disclosure with more detail about the legal basis of their

9
10

defenses when Plaintiffs provide more specific information about their claims.

11

III.

WITNESSES EXPECTED TO BE CALLED AT TRIAL

12

At this time, discovery and investigation have barely begun and therefore, Ford

13

cannot identify all witnesses it may call at trial. Witnesses Ford may call at trial include, but

14

are not limited to, plaintiffs, non-parties at fault, employees of Ford most qualified to testify

15

about areas related to plaintiffs’ claims, defense expert witnesses, custodians of record

16

necessary to identify and authenticate records to be introduced, and some or all of the

17

witnesses listed in Section IV.

18

IV.

19

NAMES AND ADDRESS OF ALL PERSONS WHO FORD BELIEVES HAVE
KNOWLEDGE OR INFORMATION

20

Ford cannot at this time identify all witnesses who may have knowledge of facts

21

relevant to the subject matter of this action. The following is a list of fact witnesses of

22

whom it is currently aware that may have relevant knowledge:
1.

23
24
25
26
27
28

Armando Rivera
c/o Douglas S. Younglove
P.O. Box 10766
Phoenix, AZ 85064-0766

1

Arizona law is clear that, even when the non-party at fault is an unidentifiable entity, the jury should be
permitted to apportion fault to them. Smith v. Johnson, 183 Ariz. 38, 899 P.2d 199 (App. 1995); Rosner v.
Denim & Diamond, Inc., 188 Ariz. 431, 937 P.2d 353 (App. 1997). This designation may be
supplemented with additional bases for this non-party’s fault as discovery progresses.
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Mr. Rivera was the driver of the 1998 Ford Explorer, which is the subject
vehicle in this litigation.

1
2
3

2.

4
5

Ms. Rivera was a passenger in the 1998 Ford Explorer, which is the
subject vehicle in this litigation.

6
7

3.

8
9

4.

12
13
14
15
16

5.

6.

20
21

25
26

Jesus Favela
1450 George Dieter #B22
El Paso, TX 79936
Jesus Favela was a passenger in the 2002 Ford F-150 which struck the
rear of the subject vehicle in this litigation.

22

24

Lorenzo Favela
1450 George Dieter #B22
El Paso, TX 79936
Lorenzo Favela was the driver of the 2002 Ford F-150 which struck the
rear of the subject vehicle in this litigation.

18

23

Jaime Roberto Perez
c/o Douglas S. Younglove
P.O. Box 10766
Phoenix, AZ 85064-0766.

Mr. Perez’ son Jaime was a passenger in the 1998 Ford Explorer which is the
subject vehicle in this litigation.

17

19

Sophia Diaz
c/o Douglas S. Younglove
P.O. Box 10766
Phoenix, AZ 85064-0766.
Ms. Diaz’ sister Arcelia was a passenger in the 1998 Ford Explorer which
is the subject vehicle in this litigation.

10
11

Monserrat Rivera
c/o Douglas S. Younglove
P.O. Box 10766
Phoenix, AZ 85064-0766.

7.

Linda Begay
4423 N. 13th Place #1
Phoenix, Arizona 85014
Ms. Begay was the driver of the 2000 Dodge Stratus which was struck by
the subject vehicle in this litigation.

27
28
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1
2

8.

3

Nicholas Begay was a passenger in the 2000 Dodge Stratus, which was
struck by the subject vehicle in this litigation.

4
5

9.

6
7

10.

10
11

11.

14
15

17
12.

19

21
13.

23
24

27
28

Andrew Morgret
806 Castale Ave
Bakersfield, California 93308
Andrew Morgret was a witness to the accident. He assisted Monserrat
Rivera out of the subject vehicle at the accident scene.

25
26

Bessam Amri-Hnichi
4870 Bridle Run #1-A
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
Bessam Amri-Hnichi was a passenger in the 2005 Ford Explorer which
was struck by a 2000 Dodge Stratus which was struck by the subject
vehicle in this litigation.

20

22

Trisha Webb
37830 N. Linda Dr.
Cave Creek, Arizona 85331
Trisha Webb was a passenger in the 2005 Ford Explorer which was struck
by a 2000 Dodge Stratus which was struck by the subject vehicle in this
litigation.

16

18

Hichim Chedli-Ben Brahim
4060 EM 36
Pinckney, MI 48169
Hichim Chedli-Ben Brahim was the driver of a 2005 Ford Explorer which
was struck by a 2000 Dodge Stratus which was struck by the subject
vehicle in this litigation.

12
13

Donovan Begay
4423 N. 13th Place #1
Phoenix, Arizona 85014
Donovan Begay was a passenger in the 2000 Dodge Stratus which was
struck by the subject vehicle in this litigation.

8
9

Nicholas Begay
4423 N. 13th Place #1
Phoenix, Arizona 85014

14.

Angie Ramos
5020 W. Peoria # 102
Glendale, Arizona 85302
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1
2

15.

3
4

Hector Ramos was a witness to the accident. He assisted Arcelia Diaz
out of the subject vehicle at the accident scene.

5
6

16.

Belinda Ritz
41232 N. Parker Ln.
Anthem, Arizona 85086
Belinda Ritz was a witness to the accident.

17.

Dennis Texleira
38718 N. 16th Pl.
Phoenix, Arizona 85086

7
8
9
10

Dennis Texleira was a witness to the accident. He tried to assist Inez
Astorga and Jaime Perez out of the subject vehicle at the accident scene.

11
12

18.

13
14

Ofr. Bynaker # 4313, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85009
Officer Bynaker assisted at the accident scene and with follow up.

15
16

Angie Ramos was a witness to the accident.
Hector Ramos
5020 W. Peoria # 102
Glendale, Arizona 85302

19.

17

Lt. Coleman # 4047, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Lieutenant Coleman assisted with on-scene supervision at the accident.

18

20

Ofr. Eagan # 5039, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500

21

Officer Eagan assisted with incident command at the accident.

19

22

20.

21.

23
24
25
26
27
28

Ofr. Jacobs # 6171, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Jacobs assisted with hospital follow up.

22.

Lt. Hegarty # 4564, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
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Lieutenant Hegarty assisted with incident command at the accident.

1
2
3

23.

4
5

24.

6
7
8
9

25.

26.

13
14
27.

17

28.

20
21
29.

24

28

Ofr. Petculescu # 5626, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Petculescu assisted with hospital follow up.

25

27

Sgt. Messerly # 2940, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Sergeant Messerly was the On-Scene Supervisor at the accident.

22

26

Ofr. Leech # 4292, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Leech was the Investigator for the accident. He is the author of
report number 2005-027759.

18

23

Ofr. Lason # 6052, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Lason assisted at the accident scene.

15

19

Ofr. Jacobs # 6171, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Jacobs assisted with traffic control at the accident scene, and then
interviewed Jesus Favela at John C. Lincoln Hospital.

11

16

Officer Henderson assisted at the accident scene.
Commander Hughes # 1513, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Commander Hughes assisted with on-scene supervision at the accident.

10

12

Ofr. Henderson # 5618, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500

30.

Ofr. Stephenson # 3681, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
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1

Officer Stephenson assisted with V.C.U. measurements and diagrams.

2
3

31.

4
5
6

Officer Stoltz assisted with follow up on Arcelia Diaz at the burn unit.
32.

7
8
33.

11

Ofr. Torres # 5443, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Torres assisted at the accident scene and with Spanish
translations.

12
13

Ofr. Sunquist # 4095, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Sunquist assisted at the accident scene.

9
10

Ofr. Stoltz # 5299, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500

34.

14
15

Ofr. Zenke # 6287, Arizona Department of Public Safety
2102 W. Encanto Blvd.
Phoenix, Arizona 8500
Officer Zenke assisted with hospital follow up.

16

18

Firefighter Boor, # BHO579, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

19

Firefighter Boor assisted at the scene of the accident.

17

35.

21

Firefighter Cantalme, # CJ6125, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

22

Firefighter Cantalme assisted at the scene of the accident.

20

23

36.

37.

24
25
26
27
28

Firefighter Carretto, # CM5001, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Carretto assisted at the scene of the accident.

38.

Firefighter Chase, # CR0979, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
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1

Phoenix, AZ 85034

2

Firefighter Chase assisted at the scene of the accident.

3

5

Chief Davis, # 0D0301, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

6

Chief Davis assisted at the scene of the accident.

4

39.

8

Firefighter Dyer, # DP4055, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

9

Firefighter Dyer assisted at the scene of the accident.

7

10

40.

41.

11
12
13

Captain Griffin assisted at the scene of the accident.
42.

14
15

Firefighter Gudinas, # GB2701, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Gudinas assisted at the scene of the accident.

16
17

Captain Griffin, # GJ0654, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

43.

18

Firefighter Hendrick, # HD2628, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Hendrick assisted at the scene of the accident.

19

21

Captain Hernandez, # HA1096, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

22

Captain Hernandez assisted at the scene of the accident.

20

23

44.

45.

24
25
26
27
28

Firefighter Hover, # HK1115, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Hover assisted at the scene of the accident.

46.

Firefighter Kennedy, # KR6115, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
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1

Phoenix, AZ 85034

2

Firefighter Kennedy assisted at the scene of the accident.

3
4

47.

5
6
7
8

Firefighter Lloyd, # L5103, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Lloyd assisted at the scene of the accident.

48.

9

Captain Mabry, # MJ1577, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Captain Mabry assisted at the scene of the accident.

10

12

Firefighter Moses, # MM5195, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

13

Firefighter Moses assisted at the scene of the accident.

11

49.

15

Firefighter Ohab, # OS1279, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

16

Firefighter Ohab assisted at the scene of the accident.

14

17

50.

51.

18
19
20
21

Firefighter Quint, # QT2943, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Quint assisted at the scene of the accident.

52.

22

Firefighter Rhoades, # RK0774, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Rhoades assisted at the scene of the accident.

23

25

Firefighter Richards, # RB0775, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

26

Firefighter Richards assisted at the scene of the accident.

24

27
28

53.

54.

Captain Roberts, # RM1336, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
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150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

1
2

Captain Roberts assisted at the scene of the accident.

3
4

6

Firefighter Sanders, # SJ9174, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

7

Firefighter Sanders assisted at the scene of the accident.

5

8

55.

9

Firefighter Sandman, # SJ5026, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

10

Firefighter Sandman assisted at the scene of the accident.

11

56.

57.

12
13
14
15

Firefighter Sawyers, # SW1349, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Sawyers assisted at the scene of the accident.

58.

16

Captain Schell, # SS1624, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Captain Schell assisted at the scene of the accident.

17

19

Captain Simmons, # SMO422, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

20

Captain Simmons assisted at the scene of the accident.

18

21

59.

22

Firefighter Simpson, # SR1369, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

23

Firefighter Simpson assisted at the scene of the accident.

24
25
26
27
28

60.

61.

Firefighter Sneed, # SM2869, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Sneed assisted at the scene of the accident.
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62.

2

Firefighter Walters, # WJ6398, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

3

Firefighter Walters assisted at the scene of the accident.

1

4
5

63.

6
7

Firefighter Williams, # WT5609, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Williams assisted at the scene of the accident.

8

64.

9
10

Firefighter Wilson, # WD5180, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Firefighter Wilson assisted at the scene of the accident.

11
65.

13

Firefighter Wood, # WM5211, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

14

Firefighter Wood assisted at the scene of the accident.

12

15
16

Deputy Yeager, # YP0032, City of Phoenix Fire ETS
150 S. 12th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85034

17

Deputy Yeager assisted at the scene of the accident.

18

66.

V.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

NAME AND ADDRESS OF ALL PERSONS WHO HAVE GIVEN STATEMENTS
No one acting on behalf of Ford has taken any written or recorded statements

from any fact witnesses in this case. The medical records, insurance records, or
accident report may contain information that could be considered a "statement," but
those documents should be in plaintiffs’ position and Ford expects these documents to
be disclosed by plaintiffs.
VI.

NAMES AND ADDRESS OF EXPERT WITNESSES AT TRIAL
Plaintiffs have not timely disclosed their experts’ qualifications to testify,

“the substance of the facts and opinions” to which their experts are expected to

27
28
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1

testify, or a summary of the bases for their opinions, as required by Rule

2

26.1(a)(6), Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure and the Court’s scheduling order.

3

Ford’s designation of experts and the general substance of their opinions in

4

compliance with Rule 26.1(a)(6) and the Court’s scheduling order should not be

5

construed as waiver of any remedy or recourse available to Ford in light of

6

plaintiffs’ failure to properly disclose their experts.

7

Ford reserves the right to identify expert witnesses as discovery in this case

8

progresses. Because of plaintiffs’ failure to properly disclose their experts and

9

lack of any defect specificity, any opinions identified below are preliminary and

10

subject to change based on new information which may be learned later.

11

However, the persons identified in this section below may be called at trial to

12

render expert opinions. This disclosure contains preliminary opinions. To the

13

extent additional work causes the experts to redefine or change the opinions set

14

forth below, Ford will supplement this disclosure.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Ford reserves the right to elicit opinion testimony from any witnesses listed in
Part III, above, who qualify to give such an opinion.
1.

Jarrod W. Carter, Ph.D.
Origin Engineering, L.L.C.
12314 East Broadway
Spokane, WA 99216
Dr. Carter will testify about the following subjects at trial:
A.

He will testify about his education, experience, employment

22

and training that qualify him to render expert opinions in this case regarding

23

analysis and reconstruction of the subject crash. Ford is producing a copy of Dr.

24

Carter’s curriculum vitae, which outlines his education and experience.

25

B.

Dr. Carter is expected to provide opinion evidence regarding

26

his observations from inspections of the subject vehicle and scene of the subject

27

collision; his investigation and reconstruction of the subject crash; crash

28
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1

causations; his analysis, observations and conclusions from the evidence;

2

testimony he will have reviewed; the vehicle speeds and dynamics involved in the

3

crash; his training, education and experience; any matter set forth in a later

4

produced report (including any by plaintiffs’ experts) and curriculum vitae.

5

C.

It is anticipated that Dr. Carter will base his opinions upon his

6

education, knowledge, training, and experience in the field of accident

7

reconstruction; review of photographs of the vehicles involved in the subject

8

crash; his inspection, measurement and photographs of the subject vehicle (had

9

the other vehicles been available for inspection the effort to analyze this crash

10

would have been significantly reduced); review of photographs of the scene of

11

the subject crash; his inspection of the scene of the subject crash; his review of

12

deposition testimony and information contained in written discovery materials;

13

engineering analysis of the subject vehicle; documents produced by the plaintiffs

14

and Ford; and other materials generated through discovery; his review of

15

engineering and scientific literature; and the evidence to be introduced at trial.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

D.

Dr. Carter will testify that the following vehicles were involved

in the subject crash:
Vehicle 1 – 2002 green Ford F-150 Supercab XL 138.5 inch wheelbase
4X2 pickup (VIN – 1FTRXI7292NA46156) being operated by Lorenzo
Favela;
Vehicle 2 – 1998 white Ford Explorer Sport 2-door 4X2 (VIN –
1FMYU22XSWUA79238), being operated by Armando Rivera;
Vehicle 3 – 1997 red Dodge Stratus SE 4-door sedan (VIN –
1B3EJ46X2YN215037), being operated by Linda Begay, and;
Vehicle 4 – 2005 gold Ford Explorer XLT 4-door 4X4 (VIN –
1FMZU73K05UB50462), being operated by Hichem Chedli-Ben
Brahim.
E.

Dr. Carter will testify that Vehicle 2, the Rivera Explorer, was

26

stopped for traffic congestion in the northbound lanes of I-17 near the Loop 101

27

interchange on May 28, 2005. Dr. Carter will testify that Vehicle 3, the Begay

28
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1

Stratus, was stopped ahead of Vehicle 2, and that Vehicle 4, the Brahim Explorer,

2

was stopped ahead of Vehicle 3.

3

F.

Dr. Carter will testify that at approximately 12:55 p.m. on May

4

28, 2005, Vehicle 1, the Favela F-150, failed to stop and collided with the rear-end

5

of Vehicle 2, the Rivera Explorer.

6

Vehicle 3, which was subsequently driven forward into Vehicle 4. Subsequent to

7

the initial collision between Vehicle 1 and Vehicle 2 a fire developed, eventually

8

involving Vehicle 2 in its entirety and the rear-end of Vehicle 3.

9

G.

The collision drove Vehicle 2 forward into

Dr. Carter is expected to testify that there was a second

10

collision between Vehicle 1, the Favela F-150, and Vehicle 2, the Rivera Explorer,

11

following their initial collision, likely occurring after the collision between Vehicle

12

2 and Vehicle 3, the Begay Stratus. The second collision is demonstrated by

13

irregularities in the front tiremarks deposited by the Favela F-150 after the initial

14

impact with the Rivera Explorer. Dr. Carter will testify that there is no indication

15

that the Rivera Explorer and Begay Stratus separated after the initial impact.

16

H.

Dr. Carter will testify that this was a severe, violent and

17

complex crash. Dr. Carter is expected to testify about impact speeds and velocity

18

changes for the various impacts involved in the subject crash. At the time of this

19

disclosure, Dr. Carter has additional analysis to complete to assess these impact

20

speeds and velocities. Consistent with witness statements suggesting an impact

21

speed of 70 mph for the Favela F-150 when it struck the rear-end of the Rivera

22

Explorer, Dr. Carter’s initial calculations suggest that the Favela F-150 was

23

traveling at least the posted speed limit of 65 mph at initial impact.

24

I.

Plaintiffs have failed to provide any specific defect theories or

25

accident reconstruction opinions at the time this disclosure was prepared.

26

Accordingly, Dr. Carter may respond to any issues raised by plaintiffs' experts’

27

testimony in the event such testimony is ever given.

28

Dr. Carter reserves the
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1

opportunity to fully evaluate and address plaintiffs' experts’ theories and offer

2

additional opinions upon plaintiffs later disclosing the substance and bases of

3

their experts’ opinions. Ford reserves the opportunity for Dr. Carter to provide a

4

supplemental disclosure or report further setting forth the general substance of

5

his mental impressions and opinions and a brief summary of the basis for them.

6

J.

Ford also reserves the opportunity to provide a list of all items

7

reviewed or prepared in anticipation of Dr. Carter’s testimony in the event

8

plaintiffs disclose the substance of their experts’ mental impressions, opinions,

9

and their underlying bases.

10

K.

Ford anticipates that it will continue to provide Dr. Carter with

11

additional information as it is obtained through the discovery process. Therefore,

12

Ford reserves the right to supplement Dr. Carter’s opinions accordingly. Further

13

explanation regarding the basis of his opinions may be obtained by taking his

14

deposition.

15
16
17
18
19
20

2.

Edward M. Caulfield, Ph.D., P.E.
Mark Fleming, Ph.D., P.E.
Packer Engineering, Inc.
1950 North Washington Street
Naperville, IL 60563
The Packer Engineering witness will testify about the following
subjects at trial:
A.

He will testify about his education, experience, employment

21

and training that qualify him to render expert opinions in this case regarding the

22

design, performance and crashworthiness of the fuel system in the subject

23

vehicle. Ford is producing a copy of Dr. Caulfield and Dr. Fleming’s curriculum

24

vitaes, which outline their education and experience.

25

B.

It is anticipated that the Packer Engineering witness will base

26

his opinions upon his education, knowledge, training, and experience; review of

27

photographs of the subject vehicle; review of photographs of the vehicles

28
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1

involved in the subject crash; inspection, measurement and photographs of the

2

subject vehicle; review of deposition testimony and information contained in

3

written discovery materials; analysis of FARS data; analysis of hitch information;

4

survey of SUV fuel tank locations; documents produced by the plaintiffs and

5

defendants; and other materials generated through discovery; their review of

6

engineering and scientific literature; and the evidence to be introduced at trial.

7

C.

Plaintiffs have failed to provide any specific defect theories or

8

alternative designs at the time this disclosure was prepared. Accordingly, the

9

Packer Engineering witness may respond to any issues raised by plaintiffs'

10

expert testimony in the event such testimony is ever given.

11

Engineering witness reserves the opportunity to fully evaluate and address

12

plaintiffs' experts’ theories and offer additional opinions upon plaintiffs later

13

disclosing the substance and bases of their experts’ opinions. Ford reserves the

14

opportunity for the Packer Engineering witness to provide a supplemental

15

disclosure or report further setting forth the general substance of their mental

16

impressions and opinions and a brief summary of the basis for them.

17

D.

The Packer

It is anticipated that the Packer Engineering witness will testify

18

that the subject vehicle, Rivera Explorer, was stopped due to traffic congestion

19

when it was impacted in the rear-end by the Ford F-150 driven by Lorenzo Favela

20

at a very high rate of speed. He is expected to testify that the impact pushed the

21

Rivera Explorer into the rear-end of a Dodge Stratus, which was in turn pushed

22

into another Ford Explorer in front of it. He will testify that as a result of the

23

crash, the fuel tank of the Rivera Explorer was breached and a fire occurred.

24

E.

He is expected to testify about the inspection of the subject

25

vehicle. The Packer Engineering witness will testify that the rear of the Rivera

26

Explorer was heavily deformed, the rear section of both frame rails were bent,

27

and the rear leaf springs on both sides of the rear axle were fractured in the

28
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1

vicinity of the rear mountings.

2

F.

He will testify that the Rivera Explorer was equipped with an

3

aftermarket hitch (non-Ford hitch) which was bolted to the frame rails of the

4

subject vehicle.

5

collision, the non-Ford hitch split in half on the left side of the receiver, that the

6

left part of the hitch was pushed into the rear axle, resulting in a fracture of the

7

left rear side of the differential housing. The right side of the hitch impacted the

8

rear cover plate of the differential, and the axle was rotated such that the rear of

9

the differential was oriented forward.

10
11

G.

The Packer Engineering witness will testify that during the

He will testify that the left boss of the rear differential housing

was fractured and the left rear axle tube was separated from the differential.

12

H.

The Packer Engineering witness will testify that at the

13

inspection of the subject vehicle, the rear face of the tank was deformed inward

14

due to impact from the rear axle and that two openings were noted on the rear of

15

the fuel tank. He will testify that one opening was on the rear inside corner and

16

appeared to have been made by the lip on the rear cover plate of the differential.

17

He will testify that the lip had sustained impact damage and was no longer

18

rounded in that area. The Packer Engineering witness will testify that the second

19

opening, on the rear face below the seam of the tank, was crescent-shaped and

20

approximately ½” long. He is expected to testify that this opening appeared to

21

have been caused by the fractured differential housing.

22

I.

He will testify that the 1998 Ford Explorer Sport has a fuel tank

23

located in the “midship” location, meaning that it is located ahead of the rear-

24

axle, between the driveshaft and the left side frame rail.

25

J.

He will testify that the aftermarket hitch was torn into two

26

pieces by the force of the impact, and that the separation was on the left side of

27

the receiver.

28
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1

K.

He will testify that the left half of the broken hitch impacted the

2

left side of the center differential and caused the casting to fracture. The Packer

3

Engineering witness will testify that the right half of the hitch impacted the center

4

differential and caused it to rotate around such that the attachment for the drive

5

shaft was oriented rearward and the rear cover plate was oriented forward. He

6

will testify that the rounded lip on the cover plate sustained impact damage, and

7

that the damaged part of the rear cover plate impacted the rear corner of the fuel

8

tank resulting in an opening.

9

L.

The Packer Engineering witness will testify that the sharp edge

10

of the fractured center differential casting was pushed into the tank, resulting in a

11

crescent-shaped opening approximately ½” inch in length.

12

M.

He will testify that Packer Engineering has analyzed data from

13

the FARS database and found that fires were very rare for Ford Explorers

14

impacted in the rear. From 1995 – 2005, a fire in a Ford Explorer due to a rear

15

impact comprised only 0.0017% of total vehicles in fatal crashes.

16

N.

The Packer Engineering witness will testify that Packer

17

Engineering has surveyed SUV’s from several manufacturers, including all SUV’s

18

sold in the United States, and found that the most common fuel tank location is

19

the midship location.

20

O.

The Packer Engineering witness will address plaintiffs’ vague

21

and general statement that the vehicle design was defective simply because of

22

the location of the fuel tank.

23
24
25
26

1. He will testify that plaintiffs have not disclosed any
alternative location for the fuel tank, nor any analysis of the
efficacy of an alternative location.
2. He will testify that the midship fuel tank location on the
subject vehicle is the most common tank location for SUVs
manufactured in 1998.

27
28
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1

3. He will testify that the midship location is a safe location for
the fuel tank on this vehicle.

2
P.

3

The Packer Engineering witness will address plaintiffs’ general

4

and vague statement that a shield would have prevented the puncture of the tank.

5

1. He will testify that no design details of the proposed shield
have been disclosed and as such the efficacy of the
proposed shield can not be evaluated at this point.

6
7

2. He will testify that additional fuel tank shields need
engineering consideration and testing before they are
applied. Shields can and have caused fuel tank breaches in
cases where breaches would not have occurred. Applying
a shield as a remedy to a particular isolated situation is not
proper engineering methodology.

8
9
10
11

3. He will testify that the design of the production fuel tank in
the 1998 Ford Explorer Sport is safe and not defective.

12
Q.

13

The Packer Engineering witness will address and respond to

14

opinions of plaintiffs' experts, including testimony about any alternative designs

15

proposed by plaintiffs' witnesses.
R.

16

Ford also reserves the opportunity to provide a list of all items

17

reviewed or prepared in anticipation of the Packer Engineering witness’

18

testimony in the event plaintiffs disclose the substance of their experts’ mental

19

impressions, opinions, and their underlying bases.
S.

20

Ford anticipates that it will continue to provide Packer

21

Engineering with additional information as it is obtained through the discovery

22

process.

23

Engineering witness’ opinions accordingly.

24

basis of their opinions may be obtained through deposition.

25
26
27
28

3.

Therefore, Ford reserves the right to supplement the Packer
Further explanation regarding the

Paul Beauchamp
JASICH & BEAUCHAMP FIRE ANALYSIS
3100 Airway Avenue, Suite 136
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Mr. Beauchamp will testify about the following subjects at trial:
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1

A.

He will testify about his education, experience, employment

2

and training that qualify him to render expert opinions in this case regarding

3

analysis of the fire in the subject crash. Ford is producing a copy of Mr.

4

Beauchamp’s curriculum vitae, which outlines his education and experience.

5
6

B.

Mr. Beauchamp will testify concerning his inspection and

analysis of the subject vehicle and, in particular, the fire from the subject crash.

7

C.

It is anticipated that Mr. Beauchamp will base his opinions

8

upon his education, knowledge, training, and experience; review of photographs

9

of the subject vehicle; review of photographs of the vehicles involved in the

10

subject crash; inspection, and photographs of the subject vehicle; review of

11

deposition testimony and information contained in written discovery materials;

12

documents produced by the plaintiffs and defendants; and other materials

13

generated through discovery; his review of engineering and scientific literature;

14

and the evidence to be introduced at trial.

15

D.

Mr. Beauchamp will testify that no design or manufacturing

16

defect caused the subject fire.

17

based in part on no defect being observed or noted in his review, analysis or

18

inspection, and the subject vehicle’s test results and compliance with safety

19

standards.

20

E.

Mr. Beauchamp will testify that this opinion is

Mr. Beauchamp will testify that gasoline did not enter the

21

passenger compartment of the subject vehicle as a result of the impact and

22

related accident dynamics. Mr. Beauchamp will testify that this opinion is based

23

in part on the types and timing of known injuries to the front left passenger

24

(driver) and rear right passenger.

25

F.

Mr. Beauchamp will testify that despite the severe impact, the

26

passenger compartment of the subject vehicle in this incident provided an

27

environment safe from fire for a period of time sufficient to allow exit from the

28
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1

vehicle without burn injury. Mr. Beauchamp will testify that this opinion is based

2

in part on the types and timing of known injuries to the front left passenger

3

(driver) and rear right passenger, that the Good Samaritan(s) that reportedly

4

assisted the right rear passenger to exit the vehicle did not suffer any known

5

burn injuries, and that the driver of the subject vehicle exited the vehicle.

6

G.

Mr. Beauchamp will testify that gasoline from the fuel tank

7

contributed to the subject fire. He will testify that he observed two openings in

8

the fuel tank as well as a liquid level. Mr. Beauchamp will testify that disassembly

9

of the tank from the vehicle is required for a more comprehensive examination

10

and analysis of the effect, contribution, and role as a fuel source that gasoline

11

played in this fire event.

12

H.

It is believed that additional information exists in this matter

13

that would be helpful to Mr. Beauchamp in analyzing this event such as financial

14

records, fuel/credit card receipts, witness statements and other similar

15

information.

16

discovery responses and disclose all such relevant information. Upon receipt of

17

any additional information Mr. Beauchamp will review and analyze that

18

information in context with what is already available to further refine his opinions

19

in this matter.

20

I.

Ford continues to encourage plaintiffs to provide complete

Plaintiffs have failed to provide any specific defect theories or

21

fire analysis at the time this disclosure was prepared.

22

Beauchamp may respond to any issues raised by plaintiffs' expert testimony in

23

the event such testimony is ever given. Mr. Beauchamp reserves the opportunity

24

to fully evaluate and address plaintiffs' experts’ theories and offer additional

25

opinions upon plaintiffs later disclosing the substance and bases of their experts’

26

opinions.

27

supplemental disclosure or report further setting forth the general substance of

28

Accordingly, Mr.

Ford reserves the opportunity for Mr. Beauchamp to provide a
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1

his mental impressions and opinions and a brief summary of the basis for them.

2

J.

Ford also reserves the opportunity to provide a list of all items

3

reviewed or prepared in anticipation of Mr. Beauchamp’s testimony in the event

4

plaintiffs disclose the substance of their experts’ mental impressions, opinions,

5

and their underlying bases.

6

K.

Ford anticipates that it will continue to provide Mr. Beauchamp

7

with additional information as it is obtained through the discovery process.

8

Therefore, Ford reserves the right to supplement Mr. Beauchamp’s opinions

9

accordingly.

Further explanation regarding the basis of his opinions may be

10

obtained through deposition.

11

VII.

COMPUTATION AND MEASURE OF DAMAGES
Ford does not allege any damages.

12

Plaintiffs have the burden of proving

13

damages. Ford disputes liability and, to the extent it is necessary and appropriate, also

14

will contest plaintiffs’ damages. Ford will seek its costs.

15

VIII.

16
17

THE EXISTENCE, LOCATION CUSTODIAN AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF ANY TANGIBLE EVIDENCE OR RELEVANT DOCUMENTS THAT THE
DEFENDANT PLANS TO USE AT TRIAL AND RELEVANT INSURANCE
AGREEMENTS:

18

Ford has not yet determined what exhibits they will offer into evidence at trial

19

because investigation is ongoing and discovery is in its early stages. Some or all of the

20

materials listed below may be used at trial. Ford does not admit the relevancy of any

21

materials identified below and Ford reserves the right to object to the relevancy or

22

admissibility of any materials at trial:

23

A.

Documents Relating to the Accident

24

1.

Arizona Department of Public Safety Accident Report (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 000001-00031);

2.

Custodian of Records Tri-Star Towing (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD
000032-00035);

3.

DVD-COR KSAZ Fox 10 News Fatal Accident 5/28/06 (Bates No. RIVERA

25
26
27
28
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FORD 000036);

1
2

4.

Declaration of News Director-COR KSAZ Fox 10 News Fatal Accident
5/28/06 (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000037-038);

5.

DVD-COR KPHO TV 5 CBS News Fatal Accident 5/28/06 (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 000039);

6.

Edit Notes-COR KPHO TV 5 CBS News Fatal Accident 5/28/06 (Bates
Nos. RIVERA FORD 000040-041);

7.

State Farm Insurance file for Lorenzo Favela (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD
000042- 000403);

8.

Maricopa County Medical Examiner’s report for Arcelia Diaz (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 000404-000413);

9.

Maricopa County Medical Examiner’s report for Inez Astorga (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 000414-000423)

10.

Maricopa County Medical Examiner’s report for Jaime Perez (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 000424-000432);

11.

Arizona Motor Vehicle Department records for the Begay 2000 Dodge
Stratus (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000433-000441);

12.

Michigan Department of Driver and Vehicle Records for 2005 Ford
Explorer rental vehicle (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000442-000448);

13.

Texas Department of Public Safety re no record of license for Lorenzo
Favela (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000449-000450);

14.

Texas Motor Vehicle Department re no record of registration for Favela
2002 F-150 (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000451);

15.

Arizona Motor Vehicle Division registration information re Rivera 1998
Ford Explorer (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000452-000494);

16.

Newspaper articles from The Arizona Republic (Bates Nos. RIVERA
FORD 000495-000496);

17.

Custodian of Records for City of Phoenix ETS - Incident Report (Bates
Nos. RIVERA FORD 000497-000527);

18.

Arizona Department of Public Safety photographs (Bates Nos. RIVERA
FORD 000528 - 000818);

19.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Examiner for Arcelia

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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14
15
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17
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Diaz (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000819-000894);

1
2

20.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Examiner for Inez
Astorga (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000895-000952);

21.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Center for Arcelia Diaz
(Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 000953-001332);

22.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Center Billing
Department for Arcelia Diaz (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 001333-001356)

23.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Center for Arcelia Diaz
– XRAYS on 2 CDs (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 001357-001358);

24.

City of Phoenix ETS – Fire Department Accident Scene Video (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 001359);

25.

Michigan Department of State Driving Record of Hichem Ben-Brahim
(Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 001360 - 001361);

26.

Custodian of Records for Insurance Auto Auctions (Bates Nos. RIVERA
FORD 001362 - 001375);

27.

Custodian of Records for GEICO (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 001376 001639);

28.

Custodian of Records for Air Evac regarding Armando Rivera (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 001640 - 001650);

29.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa Medical Center for Monserrat Rivera
(Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 001651 - 001689);

30.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa Medical Center for Armando Rivera
(Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 001690 - 002374);

31.

Custodian of Records for GEICO – 6 color photos on CD (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 002375);

32.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Examiner for Inez
Astorga – color photographs on CD [Please note: *GRAPHIC*] (Bates
Nos. RIVERA FORD 002376);

33.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Examiner for Arcelia
Diaz color photographs on CD [Please note: *GRAPHIC*] (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 002377);

34.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Center Billing for
Monserrat Rivera (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002391-002393);

3
4
5
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1
2
3
4
5
6

35.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Center Billing for
Armando Rivera (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002394-002421);

36.

Custodian of Records for Insurance Auto Auctions – 5 color photos on CD
(Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002779);
Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Examiner for Jaime
Perez (Bates Nos. RIVERA FORD 003768 - 003826);

37.
38.

Custodian of Records for Maricopa County Medical Examiner for Jaime
Perez – color photographs on CD [Please note: *GRAPHIC*] (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 003827).

39.

Curriculum Vitae for Ford’s experts disclosed above in Section VI;

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Ford will supplement.
B.

The 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 Involved in the Incident
The vehicle that is the subject of Plaintiff’s claims is a 1998 2-door Ford Explorer.
The 1998 Explorer’s Fuel System is similar to the fuel system of 1998-2000 Explorer 2
Door (UN-150) and 2001-2003 Explorer Sport 2 Door (U207) vehicles (which Ford will
refer to as 1998-2003 Ford Explorer 2-door vehicles) and Ford will respond accordingly.
Ford identifies the following materials or categories of materials pertaining to the subject
1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 vehicle:


Copy of the factory invoice for the subject 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 (Bates
Nos. RIVERA Ford 002422);



Representative copy of the Owner Guide that Ford provided with the 1998
Ford Explorer 4 x 2 vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002423-002632);



Representative copy of the Warranty Facts Booklet that Ford provided in
the 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002633002650);



Representative copy of the Maintenance Schedule Log that Ford provided
with the 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford
002651-002686);



Warranty records, if any, for the subject 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 (Bates
Nos. RIVERA Ford 002687-002689);

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Documents from Ford
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1
2
3



Recalls, if any, applicable to the subject 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 (Bates
Nos. RIVERA Ford 002690-002762);



Pages relating to standard equipment and option packages from the 1998
Explorer Dealer Source Book Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002763-002767).

4
5

The Design and Development of the Fuel System of the 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2

6

For the purpose of these responses, the Fuel System is defined as the fuel tank,

7

fuel delivery and return lines, and the fuel filler pipe. Ford disputes Plaintiff’s allegations

8

that the fuel system contained in the subject vehicle was defective in design or

9

manufacture. Nonetheless, in the spirit of cooperation, Ford identifies the following

10

materials or categories of materials pertaining to those allegations that Ford will search

11

for and produce:

12



CD containing Ford’s Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 301
certification package applicable to the 1998 Ford Explorer 4 x 2 (Bates
Nos. RIVERA Ford 002780) (printed pages Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford
003828 - 004019;



A list of crash tests conducted during the course of development of 19982000 Explorer 2 Door (UN-150) and 2001-2003 Explorer Sport 2 Door
(U207) vehicles, including those associated with Ford’s Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standard No. 301 certification package. Ford will produce
test reports, photographs and/or videos upon Plaintiff’s request and written
agreement to reimburse Ford for the costs of reproduction (Bates Nos.
RIVERA FORD 002378 – 002390);



Worldwide Customer Requirements (or its equivalent) applicable to the
fuel system in 1998-2003 Ford Explorer 2-door vehicles (Bates Nos.
RIVERA Ford 002781 - 002845);



Engineering and Material Specifications applicable to the fuel tank, fuel
delivery and return lines, and the fuel filler pipe in 1998-2003 Ford
Explorer 2-door vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002846 – 003598);



Assembly, Installation and Detail drawings for the fuel tank, fuel delivery
and return lines, and the fuel filler pipe in 1998-2003 Ford Explorer 2-door
vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 003599 - 003686);

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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26

- A layout drawing of the fuel system in 1998-2003 Ford Explorer 2door vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 003687 - 003688);

27
28
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- Ford’s Engineering Test Procedures applicable to the fuel tank, fuel
delivery and return lines, and the fuel filler pipe in 1998-2003 Ford
Explorer 2-door vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 003689 - 003767);

1
2
3



An index of Technical Service Bulletins pertaining to the fuel tank, fuel
delivery and return lines, and fuel filler pipe in 1998-2003 Ford Explorer 2door vehicles (Bates Nos. RIVERA Ford 002768-002778); and,



Recalls and Owner Notification Notices, if any, that relate to the fuel tank,
fuel delivery and return lines, and fuel filler pipe on 1998-2003 Ford
Explorer 2-door vehicles (After a duly diligent search, no responsive
documents could be located for Recalls and Owner Notification Notices
that relate to the fuel tank, fuel delivery and return lines, and fuel filler pipe
on 1998-2003 Ford Explorer 2-door vehicles).

4
5
6
7
8
9

C.

Other Exhibits Intended to be Used at Trial



Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary; F.A. Davis Co., Philadelphia;



The Merck Manual; 16th Edition; Merck Sharp Laboratories;



Netter, Frank; Atlas of Human Anatomy; CIBA-Geigy Corp., New Jersey;



Williams & Warwick; Gray's Anatomy; 36th Edition; W.B. Saunders Co.,
Philadelphia;



Physicians' Desk Reference;



Clayman, Charles [Ed.], American Medical Association Encyclopedia of
Medicine, Random House, New York, 1989;



Bakerman, Seymour, M.D., ABC's of Interpretive Laboratory Data, 3rd
Edition, 1994;



Guyton, Arthur, M.D., Textbook of Medical Physiology, 8th Edition, W.B.
Saunders 1991;



Roland, Lewis; Merritt's Textbook of Neurology, 9th Edition, Williams &
Wilkins, Baltimore, 1995;

23



Exemplar 1998 Ford Explorer;

24



Exemplar seat belts and other related components from a 1998 Ford
Explorer;



Exemplar roof structure and other related components from a 1998 Ford
Explorer;



Without waiving any objection thereto, any and all interrogatories

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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1


2
3



4
5



6
7
8
9
10

Without waiving any objection thereto, Rule 26.1 Disclosure statements
and supplementations thereto filed in this action by any party;



Without waiving any objection thereto, any exhibits listed by or in
possession of plaintiffs;



Without waiving any objection thereto, anatomical drawings,
demonstrative blow-ups, transparencies, overlays of all portions of exhibits
for use at trial;



Without waiving any objection thereto, curriculum vitaes for all expert
witnesses and parties in this action;



Without waiving any objection thereto, any and all photographs of plaintiffs
relevant to the issues in this case;



Without waiving any objection thereto, medical records, notes,
correspondence, billing statements, x-rays, ultrasounds, radiological films,
reports, films, tapes, photographs, etc. from including but not limited to the
following health care providers, received from plaintiffs;



Ford reserves the right to utilize at trial in support of defendants, any and
all issues in the case at that time, any exhibit listed or utilized by a party
(or former party) irrespective of whether or not the exhibit is hereinafter
"delisted" by such party listing the exhibit, subject to the objections of
defendants' previously asserted.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

IX.

Without waiving any objection thereto, any and all requests for production
of documents or things and any and all responses and attachments
thereto;
Without waiving any objection thereto, any and all depositions and any
and all exhibits attached thereto;



11
12

exchanged in this matter and any and all attachments and responses
thereto;
Without waiving any objection thereto, any and all requests for admissions
and any and all responses and attachments thereto;

A LIST OF DOCUMENTS THAT DEFENDANTS BELIEVE MAY BE RELEVANT
TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE ACTION AND THOSE THAT APPEAR
REASONABLY CALCULATED TO LEAD TO THE DISCOVERY OF
ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE:
See Ford’s response to subpart 8, supra.
In making this disclosure, Ford has not disclosed information or documents that

are protected either by the attorney-client privilege or by the attorney work product
doctrine. Such documents consist of investigative memoranda or notes prepared by
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1

counsel, or at counsel’s direction, containing those individual’s thoughts and

2

conclusions.

3

Ford has not completed its discovery of the facts relating to this case, has not

4

completed its discovery in this action, and has not completed its trial preparation.

5

Therefore, the information in this Disclosure Statement is based on knowledge or

6

materials presently available and specifically known to Ford. It is possible that more

7

discovery, independent investigation, legal research, and case analysis will supply

8

additional facts, and new meaning to the known facts, or to establish entirely new

9

factual conclusions and legal contentions, all of which may lead to additions, changes,

10

or variations to this Disclosure Statement. As necessary, Ford will supplement this

11

Disclosure Statement in accordance with the requirements of Rule 26.1 of the Arizona

12

Rules of Civil Procedure.

13

The disclosures herein include information and data in the possession, custody,

14

and control of Ford, as well as information that can be ascertained, learned, or acquired

15

by reasonable inquiry and investigation.

16

DATED this 15th day of August, 2008.
BOWMAN AND BROOKE LLP

17
18

By ______________________________
Paul G. Cereghini
Barry C. Toone
Abram N. Bowman
2901 North Central Avenue, Suite 1600
Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Attorneys for Ford Motor Company

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Copy of the foregoing sent by U.S. Mail
this 15th day of August, 2008, to
Douglas S. Younglove, Esq.
Douglas S. Younglove, PLLC
P.O. Box 10766
Phoenix, AZ 85064-0766
Attorney for Plaintiffs

27
28
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1

______________________________

2
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EA12-005
FORD
2/18/2013
APPENDIX C2
LAWSUIT 2

Design Analysis Engineering
Ford World Headquarters
One American Road
Dearborn, Mi 48126
Kathleen A. Clark, Esq.
Dawson & C[~rk, P.C.
243 W. Congress Ave, Ste 600
Detroit, MI 48226
Subject:

Bagg/Marsters v. Ford Motor Company report (1998 Ford Explorer) by
Jan S. Olson, P.E., Design Arzaiysis Engineer, Ford Motor Company

date:

April 15th, 2049

Ms. Clark:
Pursuant to your request, this report is being provided in response to fhe subject
incident involving a 1998 Ford Explorer. All o€the opinions expressed in this report are
to a reasonable degree of engineering certainty. I reserve my right to supplement or
revise my opinions in the event additional infiormation is made available.
BASIS QF OPtNlON
! have a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering Technology from Lake
Superior State Universi#y and a Masters Degree in Business Administration/Leadership
from Baker ColEege. ! am a professional engineer based on the licensure requirements
for the state of Wisconsin and have participated in hundreds o€hours of post-graduate
#raining in automotive engineering, accident investigation, and fire investigation. 1 am
an active member in a several professional organizations relating to the automotive
industry.
Since 1999 1 have been continuously employed as a full time automotive engineer with
experience and training in the areas of automotive facilities and tooling design,
manufacturing engineering, component and system engineering design, engineering
development and testing, and computer-aided engineering. I have been employed by
Ford Motor Company since 1994 and have been deeply invo3ved with engineering
concepts, design, development, and manufacturing processes utilized ir► releasing
automotive products to the consumer.
Since 202 ! E~ave worfced as a Design Analysis Engineer which is part of the
Automotive Safety Qffice of Ford Motor Company. During this time i have conducted
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hundreds of investigations and have analyzed the rea! world safety performance of Ford
vehicles, including but not limited to the Ford Explorer.
A copy of my current curriculum vitae is attacized for further reference.
I►I~I~~ ~i~~~ILlI1T1TTi~~~

During the early morning hours o#Sunday, June 29"', 2003, Mr. Allen Bagg was
operating a 1998 Focd Explorer with Nts. Noreen Mars#ers as a passenger on Falmouth
Road in Cotuit, MA. Mr. Daniel Valente was also operating a 2003 Audi A4 on
Falmouth Road trav~iing at a high rate of speed in the same direction as the Explorer.
Mr. Valente's vehicle struck the left rear of the Explorer resulting in apart-collision fire in
both the Audi and the Explorer. The vehicles separated after the collision with the
Explorer leaping tie roadway, rolling, striking a tree while on its passenger side, and
finally impacting the ground as it came to rest.
EVIDENCE
The fallowing includes a list of documents and/or investigations that 1 have conducted in
support of my opinions:
• Scene photos of incident that occurred on June 29, 2003 in Cotuit, [UTA involving
the subject 1998 Ford Explorer and the 2003 Audi A4
• Post incident vehicle Enspection photos taken by taw enforcement officers
• Photos taken by WiEson Dobson and Gil Lewis
• Reports/testimony of investigating law enforcement officers
• Expert disclosurelreport issued by Mr..~erry WaElingford
• Inspection ofi the bullet vehicle (2003 Audi A4) in Bellingham, MA an May 28~',
2008
• Repair records relating to previous damage to the subject 1998 Ford Explorer
o Review of design engineering documents rely#ing to the 1998 Ford Explorer
• Review of subject vehicle invoice and other documents relaying to the design,
features, and options of the 1998 Ford Explorer
• Personal invokveme~t in fhe design and manufacturing of the fuel system for the
Ford Explorer
p Documents relating to the development and certification to applicable Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards and Corporate Safety Design Guidelines for the
1998 Ford Exptorer
• Personal involvement andlor study of the design and manufacturing of the fuel
systems for other North American car and light truck vehicles
• Review of exemplar Explorer vehicles
NOTE: I have been informed that the subject 1998 Ford Explorer was not preserved
for inspection by Ford Motor Company. As a result, no physical evidence from the
subject vehicle is available for inspection however limited documentary evidence was
reviewed.
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OP1N10NS AND CONCLUSIONS
After a careful review of the documents, my inspection of the 2003 Audi A4, review of
exemplar Explorer vehicles, my education, #raining, and nearly 1$ years of knowledge
and experience as an automotive engineer, I have reached the following opinions and

conclusipns:

1. The 1998 Ford Explorer is a reasonably safe vehicle far its intended use.
2. The 1998 Ford Explorer meets or exceeds atl applicable federal motor vehicle
safety standards, including FMVSS 307 for fuel system integrity.
3. In addition to the applicable FMVSS 301 standard, the 1998 Ford Explorer is
designed to meet or exceed Ford's corporate Safety Design Guideline (SDG) for
fuel sys#em integrity. This standard significantly enhances the real world safety
performance of the 'E998 Ford Explorer and it's fue! system by achieving the
following standards:
o An Increase in the front fixed rigid barrier impact speed from 34 to 35 mph
resulting in a 36% increase in energy over FMVSS 301
o An increase in the rigid rear moving barrier impact speed from 30 to 35
mph resulting in a 36% increase in energy over FMVSS 301
o The replacement of the 20 mph rigid side mavtng barrier with a 50 mph
vehicle to vehicle side impact test
o The addition of a 5Q mph in line andlar 50 mph vehicle to vehicle 50%
offset rear impact test.
4. Ford cond~c#ed a significant number of vehicle crash tests to develop, study, and
certifiy fuel system performance to the federal and corporate safety design
s#andards. A summary of the rear impact tests certifying compliance includes
the following tests:
0 9240:
•
•
•
a 9250:
•
•
•
a 9218:
•
•
•

35 mph rigid rear moping barrier test
Test date: 2!711994
Ce~ti~cation test of a 4x2, 4Dr Explorer
No spillage in a!I aspects of the test
35 mph rigid rear moving barrier
Test date: 211417 994
Certification test ofi a 4x2, 2 Dr Explorer
No spillage or pressure teaks in alt aspects of the test
50 mph vehicle to vehicle, 50% rear offset
Test da#e: 1/2511994
Safety Design Guide development test of a 4x2, 4 Dr Explorer
No spillage ar pressure leaks in all aspects at the test
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5. Mr. Waitingford identifies crash test numbers 8454, 5108, 9146, and 925U as
violations of Ford corporate safety design guidelines. A summary of these tests
are as follows:
a Tests 8454 and 91Q8 are early program 50 mph vehicle to vehicle
development rear crash tests intended to provide initial crash test and
energy management performance characteristics. Although these
vehicles performed well in #nese severe tests, they were early prototype
builds that included non-design intent fuel system components.
Subsequent tests were conducted that reflect compliance with design
intent components to Ford's safety design guideline requirement.
o Development crash test 9146 was also a 50 mph vehicte to vehicle crash
test of a 2 door Explorer conducted on 17J13/93 that reflects spillage in
excess of the SDG and federal standards. Spillage from this test was no#
the result of a puncture to the fuel tank, but rather from a vent valve on the
top of the fuel #ar k. Subsequent testing established compliance to tY~e
safety design guideline for this test mode.
o Crash test 925Q was a 35 mph rigid rear moving barrier test that
demonstrates compliance to FMVSS 3p1 and Ford's safetJr dasig~
guideline. The Explorer in this test performs extremely well and meets all
acceptance criteria for fuel system integrity testing.
Mr. Wallingford incorrectly interprets Ford's acceptance criteria for fine safety
design guide performance; therefore his criticisms of compliance to these
standards are incorrect. Ford's accep#ante criteria in applicable safety design
guideline testing specifies that sp911age Eimits are the same as fhe FMVSS 301
limits with any spillage taken to engineering resolution. The acceptance criteria
for contact or fuel tank deformation during a safety design guide fuel system
integrity tes# is a subjective assessment made by engineers based an
characteristics of the deformation and the impacting object. Prohibiting
deformation as a~ objective performance criterion, as Mr. Wallingford opines, can
be detrimental #o the ability for the vehic#e and its fuel system to menage energy
in a colSision and can lead to a reduction in overall vehicte safety.
While minimal deformation may be observed in some of Ford's certification crash
tes#ing, none of the characteristics in the campiiance testing represent an
unreasonable risk to #uei system spiltage nor are They representative of the
deformation observed in the documentary evidence of the subject Exp}orer.
They are also representative of the robust compliance to Ford's safety design
guideline testing withatrt the incorporation of a shield at the rear of the fuel tank.
6: The fuel system far the '1998 Ford Explorer is a particularly safe and well
designed system. When designed in conjunction with the 1998 Ford Explorer's
architecture, the fuel system includes the following safety attributes:
a Steel fuel tank construction consisting of Q.046" thickness steel that is
designed to provide durable and safe performance. This materiat is
Page 4 of 8
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particularly wei! suited for stamping, forming, and welding the complex
geometry of the Explorers fuel tank while re#wining its ability to manage
energy in the event of contact during a reasonably severe collision.
o Midship fuel tank location that protects and secures the fuel tank to the

o
a
o
o

structural frame of the vehicle. The frame afsa plays a roll in protecting
the fuel tank by virtue of its vertical and horizontal posi#ioning. The
midship location provides approximately 4 feet of clearance to the outer
edge of the rear bumper and more than 7 feet to the outer edge of the
front bumper.
Surrounding components are designed so that in the unliicefy event they
interact with the tank in reasonably severe collisions, #hey reduce the
likelihood of fue# system spillage.
integral check salves and ants-s'sphon devices minimize the risk of the flow
of gasofine from the fuel tank due to gravity:
The fuel system inertia switch deactiva#es the ivel pump in reasonably
severe impacts.
Bceak-away fuel filler cap allows outer cover to be impacted and separate
while leaving the seal intact in reasonable severe impacts.

7. The collision between the 'f 998 Ford Explorer and the 2003 Audi was unique,
severe, and in excess of both federal and corporate standards for fuel system
integrity, including the foElowit~g:
o A high speed rear offset set angled coAision with significant intrusion from
tt~e 2003 Audi A4
o A 100° -120° degree tol{ (per Parkka report) with multiple impact forces,
including, but not limited to separation of the drive shaft and a partial
separation of the rear axle
o A significant impact with a tree with the vehicle on i#s passenger side
o An impact with the ground after the vehicEe disengages from fhe tree
The severity, complexity, and unpredictability of this event are not foreseeable
and lack any conceivable pert'ormance objective for vehicle and fuel system
design.
8. There are several photos depicting what appear to be 2 smal{ punctures to the
upper parEion of the subject Explorer's foal tank. tt is alleged by Mr. Wallingford
that these punctures were from an unknoum component contained within the rear
axle ar~d/or rear suspension of the subject vehicle during the ini#ia1 impact.
OtE~er more clearly identifiable contact witness marks to the fuel tank include
cylindrical deformation to the vertical mid-goint at the rear of the fuel tank from
what is mostly likely the axle tube. The steel fuel tank performed well in
managing the energy from the impact of this rounded and non-intrusive
component.
9. Two relatively sma{I punctures are evident above the axle tube impact point at
the rear of the fuel tank. The lack of physical evidence prohibits a more detailed
Page S of 8
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study of the puncture mechanisms however the following are candidates as the
cause of the puncture:
o Companent(s) from the front end of the Audi A4 during initial collision
a Unknown component from the vehicle during initial collision, roll sequence,
impact with the tree, or ftnai ground impact.
Given the spatial relationship between the axle tube impact mark and the
apparent punctures, it is unlikely that the axle tube was responsible for the small
punctures to the rear of the fuel tank. It is also evident that anything remotely
similar to this type of fuel #ank deformation and puncture to the fuel tank was not

observed during Ford's safety ttesign guide testing, The preservation of the
physical evidence would have enabled a more ~etaited analysis of the puncture
mechanism as well when in tf~e sequence of the incident the punctures may have
occurred. It also would have enabled a more detailed analysis of whether
incomplete or inappropriate repairs from the 1999 colEision could have played a
roll in the compromise to the fuel tank.

'! 0. tt is alleged by Mr. Wallingford that because there was no polymer shield on the
rear of the fueE tank of the 'f 998 Ford Explorer, it is defective. He supports this
apinian by representing that there were polymer shields present on the fuel tank
of the 1 97 F-Series and an the axle of the Crown Victoria Police Interceptor. !n
forming this opinion, Mr. Walling#ord fails to consider the following:
o The design and architecture of both the F-'f 50 and Crown Vic Politer
Interceptor, including but not limited to the fuel system, fuel tank location,
suspension, drive train, powertrain, height, weigh#, wheelbase, and rear
overhang are sign~cantly different than the 1998 Ford Explorer. The
three vehicles share #ew, if any, parts relating to rear crash performance.
Each o~ these vehicles have been independently subjected to extensive
engineering and testing to es#ablish crashworti~iness performance and
compliance to the federal and corporate safety s#andards relating to fuel
system integrity.
o The release of the #uet tank shield on the 1997 ~-150 was incorporated as
a result early development safety design guideline testing on that vehicle.
The 1998 Ford Explorer did not exhibit this concern in any of the federat or
corporate safety testing. The shield released for the 1997 F-150 would not
fit an the 1998 Explorer.
o The incarparation of the axle shielding on the Crown Victoria Police
Interceptor (CVPf}was in response to a significant snves#igatian into the
unique cequsrements, usage, and exposure of pa[ice vehicles to extremely
high speed rear collisions. As a result of this investigation, additional
standards relating to rear crash performance of the CVPI were
established, standards that were and remain the highest rear crash
standards in the industry, leading to the incorporation of several different
shields. These shields and their performance are unique to the design
and architecture of the CVPI and are not similar to the design and
performance of the 1988 Ford Explorer. The shields far the CVPt would
not fit on the 1998 Fard Explorer.
Page 6 of 8
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o The incorporation of shields can create the risk of unintended
consequences, including an adverse effect on durability, a reduction in
clearance to surrounding components, fuel tank volume, and dissipation of
heat, Fur#hermore, shields can also change the manner in which the
vehicle or the fuel sysfem manages energy in a collision and can increase
the risk of fuel spillage in severe colfisians. Thus, shields are used where
a demonstrated need exists.
11. Documents indicate that in 1999, the subject 1998 Explorer was involved in a
cailision with a subsequent ro{I resulting in signifcant repair cost estimates.
Damage estimates include recommended repairs to the rear axle and housing
and frame assembly, however there is na evidence indicating that these repairs
were completed. The lack of the preservation of physical evidence prohibits
further analysis of this issue and the rote in may have played in the subject
incident.
A repair order prepared by Dartmouth Collision Center in December 1999 reflects
significant repairs to the subject Explorer, Wane of which includes the axle
housing and frame assembly. There is no evidence indicating that the
recommended repairs to the #rams and rear axle housing were ever completed
further supporting my opinion that the subject vehicle was not properly or
completely repaired. I# is also an indication that the vehicle was not in a
substantially similar condition when hard conducted its development and
compliance testing or when it left Ford's possession.
improper andlor incomplete repairs can have a detrimental affect #a the ability of
the vehicle to manage energy i~ a collis9on. This is of particular importance in
this incident given that the vehicle was involved in a high speed rear collision and
roll. Furthermore, it has been alteged that the feel tank was punctured by the
rear axle and/or suspension, the very same components that required repair from
the previous incident. Further analysis of this aspect of perFormance was not
possible because of the lack of preservation of fihe physics! evidence.
'i2.The lack of further documentary evidence of the vehicle, or the preservation of
the physical evidence itself, negatively impacts the ability for Mr. Wallingford to
correctly utilize the scientific method for reaching his opinions and conclusions.
This includes, but is net limited to his opinitins regarding:
a Contributing repairs, alterations, yr modifications to the vehicle and the
role this may have played in this incident
o Source or cause of alleged punctures to the fuel tank
o Attemative shielding design
In conclusion, it is my opinion to a reasonable degree of engineering certainly that the
subject 1998 Ford Explorer is a reasonably safe vehicle. It has been thoroughly
engineered and tested ancf meets or exceeds all federal and corporate safety standards
for fuel sys#em integrity.
Page 7 cif 8
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The colEision involving the subject vehicle and the 2003 Audi A4 on June 29th, 2003 was
in excess of any federal, corporate, or industry standards for fuel system integrity. It
apparent from the evidence That the vehicle and its fue! system sustained excessive
#orces, loading, and impacts from multiple collisions and for #hose reasons, makes this
incident extremely severe, rare, and unforeseeable.
It is also likely #hat the vehicle had been altered from its original design and was not in a
substantially similar eandition when it lef# Ford Motor Company's possession. !t is
further evident #hat these inappropriate andlar incomplete vehicle repairs likely had a
negative affected the crashworthiness of the subject vehicle and its flue! system in this
incident.
Respectfully,

J

S. Olson, P.E.
esign Analysis Engineer
Ford Motor Company
Attachment: CV for Jan S. Olson
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Expert Report
6agg v Ford
Packer Engineering Project No. 103147

Background and Findings
tigr can be
The following summarizes m~~ understanding of this matter. More detailed info~ma
case.
or.
this
date
fund in the testimony and documents produced to
On June 29, 2003 at approximately 3:OQ am, AI{en pagg vas driving a 1995 Ford
Explorer (VIN 1r=NZU34t31~r~!Z60; X57) tivesf on Roufe 28 in Cotuit, MA when it was
impacted in the rear at high speed by a ?003 Audi A4 statior wagon driven by IJIr. Daniel
Valente. During the impact, the fuel tank of the Bagg Explorer was punctured and a fire
occurred.
•

The subject r=ord Explorer was destroyed ~eforE Packer Engineering w2s able to inspect
it, As such, ...y a~~alysis of the subject vehicle is based on the inspection photos and
reports listed in Appendix A.
The Audi underrode the Explorer and the rear section of the left frame rail and
body were deformed upward by the accident forces.
he left side laaf spring was fractured ahead o. and behind the axle, leaving the
o I
left side of the axle unattached to fhe vehicle. The right side of the axle was still
attached.
There were two punctures noted an the rear por~i~n of the fuel tank. One
puncture was approximately 1.25 inches above the seam and below the spud for
the filler neck. The other puncture was on the rear corner approximately 1.88
inches above the flange. both appear to have been made by something sharp
as the puncture openings on the fuel tank are small and the dented area around
the punctures is not deep.
The rear face of the fuel tank has a rounded indent below the seam due to the
impact from the axle. The indent appears to be deeper on the outboard side of
the tank due to the rotation of the axle during the collision.
The fuel tank skid plate vas still attached to the vehicle, but was displaced
relative to the fuel tank in the rear.

P.O. dox 35~ (b055~G3:;3)
i9•~0 ?J Washingron Si. (60563-;3661
Naperville, IL
E30.5U5.~7:?2 Fax: £3D.5~~S.i985
wv✓~n~.nackereng.axr~

~7G;) Nlera~o °r Bell Drive
Suite 100
Columbia, IJ~D 21046
A-03.`w~10DU Fax: 443~520L`1
vnati';.packereng.:,om

1Q5U Nlghland Dnve,
Suite B
Anrz labor, ~v91 46;US-?_Zo2
;3-;.7Eu,500D ~~x: 'r ~.;f,6.:i0D1
tinv~n~.pa~keren~.co;r;

Y,l~~ ~~
f

/~.

:x.~,Nf.1' rar P.i>Fi]IM

$~ ~s- .,.i:~ :'ii r.~l
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on May 22, 2006 in 6ellingham,
Packer Engineering inspected the Audi !~4 bullet vehicle
NA.
le, with more damage on
~: There was extensive damage io the font of the vehic
had been damaged by
the passenger's side and the fron` a~~d top of the vehicle
fire. The vehicle interior was also fire damaged.
and torn and several sharp
~, The front end sheetmetal of the Audi was folded
points were noteu.

•

~~ which resulted in ~t being
In 1999, the subject Ford crplorer was involved in an accide
the exien; o. the damage and the
declared a total loss bar the insurance corn~any due tc
ge auction, regained to a limited
salva
a
at
ased
cost of repair. The vehicle was purch
1?, 2000.
extent, and subs~yuently sold to the Sagas on ~ebrua~l
iser, tvlr, Henry 5ayley,
The repair appraisal by the insurance c~rnpany appra
aapraisa! included a
This
~ar!s.
'
called fir ~1 x,468 in replacemvn
axle asserr,5ly aid the
rear
the
~ly,
a~sem
recommendation to rerlace the frame
stabilizer bar.
c~

•

Sha-Nic Auto Body
On Decembar ~8, 199, Dartmouth Collision Center invoiced
.
erials
&mat
for X4,050 ire labor, parts, and paini

hip" location, meaning that it is
The rues tank for the 1998 r=ord Explorer has a "mids
the left side frame rail.
and
haft
drives
located ahead o. the rear axle between the
le is the most common
The rnidship fuel tank location on the subject vehic
location far SUV's manufactured in 1998.
on this vehic}e.
o The midship location is a safe location for the fuel tank

•

rer. Na indentations of the type
I have reviewed Ford's c;ash testing of the fiord Explo
fuel tank punctures were noted.
involved in this accident were noted. In addition, no

Results and Opinions
following activities and information ~-hich are
The opinions described here are based on the
forming the opinions set forth in this report,
reasonably relied upon by engineering experts in
training, background, aid education.
along with the application of my knowledge, experience,
eering certainty.
Aft opinions are stated to a reasonable degree of engin
ial listed in Appendix A.
1. Review and analysis of the background file mater
vehicle.
2. Facke; Engineering inspection of the bullet
plar 1998 cord explorer
3. Packer Engineering inspection of an exem
4. Anal}psis of fuel tank shields.
5. Sun~ey of SUV fuel lank locations.
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6. AnalR~sis of TARS data.
Eased on the foregoing, our results aid opinions in this mat#er are:
1. Tie punctures to the fuel tank of tie subject vehi.{e were produced by the wont end
sheet metal of the ,Audi v,~hen it impacted the E>:plorer. The punctures ~ti~e~~ not caused
by the rear axle or attached components of the subject =ord Explorer.
o

The indent from the rear axle tube is clearl}~ visible beloti~ the seam o. the subject
fuel tank, ~a~hile the punctures were above the s?am.
The geomein~ of the punctures dies n~; co~res~~nd ?a the axle or attached
components.

c

Sharp features capable of the type of punctures seen on thG subject fu?I tani~
were no#ed on the front end sheet mzta! o{ the Audi vt~~en i`; was inspected by
Parker Engineering.

2. Packer Engineering ti~as not a51e to mak? a dete-mination about fhe condition of the
subject Explorer at the time of the subjtict accident because the vehicle had been
destroyed. 1n particular, the condition of the frame assembly, rear axle assembly and
stabilizer bar were in question. The aa~raisal folfovving the 1999 accident called far
these parts to be replaced and there is not evidence that they were replaced or repaired.
thaf fires
3. Packer Engineering has analyzed data from the PARS database a;~d found
fire in a
a
—
2005,
p95
1
From
rear.
in
the
impacted
explorers
ord
;
Tor
were very rare
in fatal
vehicles
of
total
0.0017°~
d
only
comprise
impact
rear
a
to
Ford Explorer due
crashes.
4. Packer Engineering has surveyed SUV's from Ford and other manufacturers and found
that the most common fuel tank location is the midship location.
the
5. The subjec! Fard Explorer was been equipped with a skid plate under the fuel tank at
to
the
d
relative
tame of manufacture. Following the accident, the skid plate vas displace
fuel tank in the rear. The amount of deformation of the skid plate relative to the Tuel tank
would have resulted in an exposed rear face of the fuel tangy: even if the skid plate had
originally extended up to the level of the punctures.
design method is
6. Fuel tank shields are utilized in specifiic situations where no other
on the bottom
placed
found to alleviate risk. Examples of such include gravel shields
and heat
shaft,
the
drive
and
tank
and front of a fuel tank, shields placed befv✓een the
shields between the tank and the exhaust system.
the fuel tank
7. Another type of shield is a skid plate, which is placed as a guard beneath
placed on
typic~'ly
aye
shie~ds
hese
i
ofi
road.
driven
for protection when the vehicle is
.
4x4's and may be part of an off road package
sharp objects. Shields
8. Fuel tank shields are not designed to prevent all punctures from
the sf3ield/tank
puncture
fo
required
of
force
will margina(ty increase the amount
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com~ir~atior. as compared to the fuel tank alone; however, the amount o{ force involved
in a high speed collision fa. exceeds the maroinal increase in strength.
the risks
Q. The benefits o. placing 2 shield on a fuel tank mist be v,~eighed against
I~ght
and
abrasion
000d
provide
shields
ite
involved. Lightweight Mastic or compos
damage
and
impact
goad
provide
plates
skid
as
contact resistance. Sieef shields such
were
resistance, but pose a puncture hazard themselves if the edge or fold ot" the shier
to cQniact the fuel tan}: during impact.
potentially
10. Another method of shielding is to cover a specific component which coup
ly for
effective
used
was
logy
methodo
This
.
collision
contact a fuel tank in a high seed
testing
crash
speed
high
e
extensiv
vrhich
in
the police upg*ode kit on the F~~d CVPIs
s.
Uras performed and certain components were identified as a risk in high speed collision
11. Fuel tank shields need engineering consideration and testing ber'ore they are ap~Iied.
would not
Shields can and ha~~e caused fuel tank preaches in cases v~~here breaches
is not
situation
isolated
a
unique
to
remedy
~
as
have occurred. Applying a shield
s.
collision
other
of
ent
assessm
proper
without
proper engi~~eering m~thodolooy
r fuel storage
i2. °IaintifFs expert Jern~ Wallingford has stated that the 1998 Ford Explore
tank.
fuel
the
at
rear
the
on
shielding
no
was
there
system was defective because
The skid plate on the 1998 Fard Explorer only shielded the bottom o. the fuel
tank and was intended to protect the fuel tank from damage which would be
encountered when driving off road, not for crashworthiness protection. I am not
aware o any shields available in 1998 of the type and thickness of the skid plate
that cover the upper half of the rear race of the fuel tank. The risks associated
with placing this type of shield on the rear face of the fuel tank would outweigh
the benefits.
o
c

have been
The shield on the 1997 Ford F-150 is a plastic shield and would not
effective in preventing the sharp punctures in this accident.
The shields on the Ford CVPI upgrade kit shield specific components on the axle
and fuel tank straps in high speed rear collisions. The punctures in this accident
were not caused by any of those components and as such those shields would
not have made a difference.

8454, 9108, 9146 and 9250
13. Plaintif~ s expert Jerry Wallingford has cited fiord crash tests
system.
storage
fuel
as showing contact with or damage to the fuel tank or
o
o

Non? of these tests resulted in an impact to the rear face of the fuel tank
CT 8454 was a 50 mph, 50% offset developmental test of a 4-door Explorer.
Some leakage from tr,e tiler cap was acted ~.~her, the vehicle was rolled over.
This test was followed up by CT 9218 in which no fuel system leakage v✓zs
found.
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CT 910E was a 50 mph, 50% offset developmental test of a 2-doer 1991 Explorer
(previous generation). This test vas followed up by CT 9218 in which no fuel
system leakage vras noted.
o

CT 9146 was a 50 mph, 50% offset developmental test of a 2-door Explorer. A
part of the evaporative system on the top of the tank fractured during the test
resulting in leakage. This test was followed up by C7 921~~ in which no fuel
system IeaE:age was noted.

c

CT 9250 was a 35 mph rear moving barrier test of z 2-door Explorer. The 35
mph reap moving barrier tesf of a 4-door explorer was CT 9240, which resulted in
no fuel system leakage.

14. The d~si~n of the producfion fuel task in the 1998 Ford cxolorer is safe and is not
defective or unreasonably dangerous. The fuel tank is located in a midship focato,
ahead ofi the rear axle and inboard of the frame Waif. The Ford Explarer was crash tested
and met both c=ord's 50 mph car-to-car standard (CT ~?18l and Ff~~VS~ 3G. standards
(CT 9240).
n,
This concfudas m~~ report to date. I. ~~ou need an~~thina additional or nee further clarificatio
my
if
and
opinions
please feel f.ee tc contact me. Any investigation into this matter continues
change or need tc~ be amplified, I will modi~~ t`~e report accordingly.
Sincerely,
PACKER EN~I~JEE~ING ffJC.

., P.E.
Edward M. Caulfield, P
P,~esident and Chief ~ clinical Officer
EMC /cls
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Appendix A
File Material
Deposition
Arruda, Russel; Deposition and exhibits taken 10!''8/08
Bagg, ~,Ilen Deposition and Exhibits taken 11-15-06
6agg, Stephanie Nickas Deposition and Exhibits taken on 6-i-G6
Bayley, Heny Deposition taker 6;25/OS a~~ exhibits i-5
5umetl; Roger uepositior~ and exhibits taE;en 4;11,'0°
Burnett. Roaer Deposition and exhibits taken oi24/OS
Cham~ers, James Deposition. and Erhibi?s taken 1,'S!~9
Gavidson, Keitf~~ (Lear Co.paration) Deposition and Exhibi'.s taken 2'ZolU9
Evans. I✓~arb; Deposiii~n and Exhibits faE:en 10;28/06
~o5es, Larry Depositio;~ and Exhibits taken 10/16/08
f;nipler. Lanoston Deposition taken 4/26/0?
Landry, Bennis De~osi;ion arsd E~:hibits take; 2/27/0
12!i0.%04
;
~osordo, r~iarl; 1~1.D. (Emergency Room Docio~) (Commornroeal;h v Valente; taken
Gomm v Valente file)
f~ajka, r hilfip Deposition taken 2/5.~Q9
P~larsters, .iohn Deposition taken 4/ ~ 6!08
tJ~arsiers, Noreen Deposition taken 3,'23/07
McGuire, Stephen (Comm v Valente) Deposition taken 12/13/04
Merlesena, Ellen June Hillman Deposition and exhibits taken on 4-6-06
Ivlerlesena, Paul Xavier Deposition and exhibits taken on 4-6=06
Mezzadri, Robert Deposition and Exhibits taken 2/5109
Moniz-Levesque, Donna Depositiono and Exhibits (on CD) taken 7128108
4 (se Comm v Valente FiMe)
Morrison, Brian Deposition (Commonweatti v Valenfe) taken 10112/G
Pajah, Gina Deposition and Exhibits taken 2!27/09
Parkka, Daniel Deposition and exhibits (Vol If) taken 5/14/07
Parkka, Daniel Deposition and exhibits taken 4/2/07
Pinto, Steven Deposition and Exhibits taken 12/4/08
Prasa~, Priyaranja:? Deposition and Exhibits take 2/6!09
v Valente file)
Stanley, tJicole (C~mm v Valente) Deposition taken 12/13/04 (see Comm
Valente, Daniel Deposition and exhibits taken on 3- ?4-08
Valente, Dennis (Comm v Valente) Deposition taken 12/13/04
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\~alente, Janei (Comm v Vafenie) Deposition taken 12;13/U4
Expert Reports
Bergman, Susan tv1D ~xperi Report (°Itfs Disclosure 3.!13/09)
(Pltf D;sclasure 3/13,'09)
Newins, Dana Ph. G. (Economic Consultant) Expert Report dated 1!910G
ure 3,'13/09)
Lowery, Sandra ~N (Lire Care ?lan) expert Report dated i2.;30/08 ;Ptl` Disclos
Par~;ka Collision Consultants (Daniel Par4;l;a) Repart
1~dailinaford, Jem~ G., P.E. P,e~o!; dated 3.42004
fncidenf Reports and Information
Eamsta5le Police Dept 911 Audio (on CD)
B~rnstabla Police i:e~ords
Cotuit Firti DeNartment's Incid~n: Repo
ENT repor~, Boston IL/~ed!=light 6,'?9iO3
tJ;ashp~e Fire &Rescue Repay re Valenfe
Legal Documents
fion 3,~13/Q
Fagg (A11en and Stephanie) Resporse to ~ea~'~ P,equest for Pradu~
5agg (Allen) Answers to !=ord's Second 5ei of Irate;roaatories 9/4/08
Bagg (Allen) Answers to !ears First Set of Int~rrogs 3/13/Q9
3) 5126/Oo and 9/4/08
Bagg (,Allen] Responses io Ford's Requests for Admission (Sets 2 and
atories 6/14/On
Bagg (Alley,) Responses to P~ersalena's (Ellen and Paul} First Set of Interrog
Bagg {Stephanie) Answers to Lear's First Set of lnterrogs 3/13109
2120/09
3agg, Allen Answers to Ford's 3rd and 4th Set of Interrogatories dated
dated 914108
Fagg, Allen Response to Ford's Third Set of Requests for Admissions
tion dated 2120/09
Fagg, Allen Responses to Ford's 2~d and 3rd Set of Requests for Produc
for Admission dated 2/18/09
Bagg, Alien Responses to Ford's 42h and 5th Set of Requests
na's First Request for Production
6agg, Stephanie (Plainiifr)-Response to Defendant Paul Merlese
of Documents
and 1st and 2nd Set of Admission 2;20/Q9
Bagg, Stephanie Ans~vzrs to Ford's 1st Set of interrogs
Barnstable Police Report and Reconstruction Report
Complaint 6-2-05
Ford)
Complaints) and Ford' Ansv✓er(s) to Complaints (Marsters v
Valente
Documents From Criminal Trial - Com+rionwealth v Daniel
fiord Motor Company's Anstiver to Plaintiffs Complaint
Requests for Production
Ford Motor Company's Responses to the Plaintiff's Firsi
Ford's Answer to Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint 2/oJ08
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-ord's Responses t~o Bag 's First Set of Ini?rrogatories
~.,r~'s ~esoonses tc E~ga's Inlzrro~,ato~~i~~ dated 2!19~Oq
Ford's Responses to ~'lai~ti~fs Firs; ~eoues? for Production
F.~r~'s Responses io Pik ~~,garst~r,~ RED an~ ! t~rro~as (tvt~rstc°rs ~~ Ford)
word's SupplGmen,al ti^savers to Inierro~s b}~ Plaintiff P.~arste~e. 2'1?/0~
Lea- Cori; (ihi.d Fariy Pltf) complaint, Answers to Ptlf Complaints, Responses to t✓arsi~rs
interrogs and RrP
Lear's response to Plaint f' for Pr~uuction dated 1ir/09
`ear's r espouse to Pl 1~9arsters Second Requ~sl for Production oa.ec 117109
~Jiarsters Answers to cord's Interrogs and First R~~
tJ~~;sters Answers to Interrags o Def \'afenie
t~1a~sTers Response icy =r orgy's Second Se~ o; ~,equests for ~roduciion dated ",2117/Ob
I~erlesena (Third Far~~~ ~~f) f~r,swe-s is Int~rrogs, Cross Clain-is o. Dei Baggs aid t~4arste,:
fJewspap~r arii~l~~ ~~ aardinn accident Cape Cod Times aid Boston GIobE
Plai:-itiff's Answers to r=ote Moto; Compan}~ s First Set of Interrogatories
Plaintif"s Response io Ford PJ~ator Company's First Request for Production o~ Documents
~lainiiifs Resaonses to Ford's Request fo- Hdmissions
Plaintiffs Supplemental Answer to Ford's First S~1 01 Interrogs re Er,~~~~ 1Nitn~ss~s dated 3/13109
Plainti~f's 5upplemeniaf Answers to Ford's Interroqs (Erpe~t Disclosure) dated 3,`;3/09
Safety Insu,ance Records re Danis; Valenti Insuran:^e Policy
5~heduling Order dated 6/27/06
Trial and Deposition transcripts from Commonwealth v Daniel Valente
Valente, Daniel Arsv~~ers to Ford's First Set of interrogs and RFP {March 2008)
Valente's (Daniel) Answer to the Plaintiffs Complaint
Valence's Answers to Complaints and CrossCfaim
Vehicle Information
Medical Records
Barnett, I~iichaef ►v1.D, P~9edical Records re Ail?n Bagg
Boston PJledical Genter (Neurological) Records re Doreen Marsters
Cape and Island Urology Records re tJoreen Marsfers
Cape Cod Hospital Records re Alten Bagg
ro rl~r~Ar t~Iasta~c
F8~~i0Uiii HOSaliB~ ,t'.@CO~uS

Falmouth Hosptial Records re Noreen Masters (see CD)
Hanover Insurance Files re Allen Eagg on CD (3 volumes)
IJ~zssachusetts General Hospital Records re Allen Bagg (see CD)
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Miscellaneous
klien Bagg's Employment r2ecord~ re Steamship authority
Assurant Employee Benet"iis re Allen rsagq
Recordsl
Boomer ~JicCloud Repair Records re Ford ~>:plorer (see Vehicle Repair
s}
Cormier's Auto Service Repair Records re Ford explorer {see Vehi~ie Repair Record
Crash Tesis
Dartmouth Collision Center re 199S cord explorer (see Vehicle Repair Records)
Qavis Towing Records re Ford `>;plor?r (see Vehicle Repair F.ecords)
Fortis Benefits re P.Ilen Bagg
Hanover Insurance Company Statameni re Donna t✓oniz-Levesque (Lear Corporation)
Horance f~lann Insurance Compan~~ Recoreds re '1990 tJfiisubishi P✓~irage (see CD)
Journal by Noreen h,~arsiers
Karco Testing Results {fJ~a;I: Pc~~i j (PI Disclosure 3Ii 3~D9)
Professional Cuts Documents re tJ~re~r Marsters
r
Reynolds Auto Wrecking Records ra Ford E>:plorer r~ Destruction of Ford ~xplora
Route 1~ Auto Center r;e~ords re 1998 Ford E>;plorer
SafptV Insurance Company Records re P~~eCarthy
Safety Insurance rile of Daniel Valente
5atety Insurance Recores (produced by L~a~)
Safaty Insurance Records re Forc Explorer (Irsured tJfichael McCarthy)
s)
Sha -Nic Auto Body &Repair re Ford Explorer (see Vehicle Repair Record
Suddard Ford re Ford explorer (see Vehicle Repai- Records)
Title History
iKS Consulting Documents (Pitt Disclosure 3/13/09)
Vehicle Repair Records
Vi'areham Ford Records re Ford Explores (see Vehicle Repair Records)
Photographs
5agg Hospital Photos and Miss. Photos
Barnstable Police Department of Vehicle Components Photos - CD
Bamsfable Police Dept Color Copies o. photos taken 6129/03
Dobson, VJiiliam Phoios (CD)
P(ai~;tiff (C~)
Ford Explorer and Audi A4 Photos of salvage yard, produced by
r=ord Explorer Photes at Salvage yard produced by Plaintiff (CD)
Lewis, Gil Photos (CD)
I~~ercaldi Bullet Audi 1/ti'agon Photos
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Mercaldi Exemplar Inspection Photos 7-27-OS
07
I~iercaidi Exemplar Inspectlor~ Photos ta6;en ;%;25!
Ivlercaldi Photographs fJlisc.
IJewell Bullet Vehicle Photos S'25/08
S
Olsen /Sharma 5ullei Vehicle inspection P7otos :~i29?O
s (CD)
Parkka Collision Consultants (panief Parl:E:a) Photo
s b}~ Plai~tif~ ;CD)
Scene and the ror~ ~xpiore- and tiudi A-• photo
5~~ar~a Inspection Ph~fos
Statements
;skev✓, ~"heist?~~. Voic~~rail Audio Ion C~1
Videos
Aerial Video of Scene 10Io1~5 ~-~ CD
eni
Video of a~ci~en~ scene on ±`.,e date o` the accio
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April 13, 2009
v
Lear Corporation
Ford Motor Company
v
In the Superior Court Department of Trial Court, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Case No: 2006-2687
From the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Crash Police Report (03-865-A
C)
Officer: Ptl. Brian D. Morrison (narrative), badge 205.
From Supplemental Report of Crash reconstructionist: Daniel Parkka
Vehicle 1 (case vehicle)
■ 1998 Ford Explorer, blue, 4DR SUV.
■ VIN: 1FMZU34E3WZ
.
■ Plate:
MA.
■ Purchased vehicle: January 2000 with 9,463 miles.
• Note: Vehicle was in a prior crash in April 1999. The vehicle was repaired in Decembe
r
1999 (significant repair).
■ Event sequence: 1 — MVA in traffic, 23 —light pole, 40 —went off the road right, 45 —fire/expl
osion
■ Most harmful event: 45 —fire/explosion
• Underride/override: 3 - override
■ Towed by AAA Davis Towing
RFP:
, 31 year old female (DOB:
).
■ Address:
, Mashpee MA
■ Occupation: Hair dresser/owner of a salon.
■ Education: High school degree +hairdresser school.
■ Height/Weight: 5'7" and 154 Ib.
■ Restraint: 0 — Unbelted.
■ Ejection: 2 — totally ejected.
■ Injuries: 2 - Incapacitating
o Possible internal injuries, severe laceration, other major injury.
■ Taken to Cape Cod Hospital
Driver:
., 42 year old male (DOB:
).
■ Address:
, Mashpee MA.
■ Employer: Steamship Authority.
■ Height/Weight:
0
5'10" (employment records)
About 6' and 91 kg/203 Ib (Massachusetts General Hospital)
■ Restraint: 1 — Shoulder-lap belt.
■ Ejection: 1 — partially ejected. Trapped on driver's side.
■ Injuries: 2 - Incapacitating
Apparent Broken Bone, Possible Internal Injuries, Severe Laceration.
■ Taken to Falmouth Hospital.
o

o

Vehicle 2
■ 2003 A4 Audi station wagon
■ VIN: WAUVC68E43
.
■ Plate:
MA.
■ Event sequence: 1 — MVA in traffic, 45— fire/explosion
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■

Towed by AAA Davis Towing

Driver:
, 25 year old male (DOB:
).
■ Address:
, Cotuit MA.
■ Height/Weight: 5'9" and 185 Ib.
■ Restraint: Lap-shoulder belt.
■ Injury: 3 —Non-incapacitating.
■ Offenses: #K3027835 - Operating to endanger, OUI - alcohol, speed greater than reasonable,
#K3027836 - operating after revocation.
Crash
On Sunday, June 29, 2003, V1 was traveling North on Falmouth Road. V2 was also traveling North on
Falmouth Road, behind V1. V2's front struck the rear of V1. V1 started spinning onto the northbound
shoulder into some bushes and a tree. V1's RFP was ejected into the middle of Route 28. V1 driver was
trapped on the driver's side. V2 spun as well and came to rest in the center line of Falmouth Road. Both
vehicles caught on fire.
Environment:
■ Date:6-29-03
■ Time: 3:09 am
■ Location: 4418 Falmouth Rd, close to the intersection with Route 28, 40 feet north of Route 28 and
Anchor Lane, 100 feet south of the Gas Station, City of Cotuit, MA
■ Road surface: 1 —Dry.
■ Weather: 1 — Clear.
■ Lighting: 4 -Dark, lighted roadway.
■ Manner of collision: 2- Rear-end.
■ Posted speed: 40 mph (Note: 50 mph in same report).
■ Contributing factors (V2): 2 — Exceeded authorized speed limit, 10 — Operating in
erratic/reckless/careless/negligence or aggressive manner.
Witness
■

EMS
Arrival: 3:30
■

' Injuries
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Court Filings
■ Complaint
■ 15t Amended Complaint
■
Answer to Ford Complaint & Baggs Cross Claims
Answer to Ford's 3rd ROGS
Answer to Ford's 4th ROGS
Responses to Ford's 2nd RPD
Responses to Ford's 3rd RPD
Responses to Ford's 4th RQA
Responses to Ford's 5th RQA
Ans to Fd's 1st ROGS
Responses to Ford's 1st RQA
Responses to Ford's 2nd RQA
■ Answer of
to Third Party Complaint and Cross Claims of
Against CoThird Party Defendants
■
Supplemental Answer to Defendant, Ford Motor Company's First Set of Interrogatories
regarding expert witnesses
o
- exhibits to plaintiffs expert disclosures
■ Wallingford, Schulz
■
response to Lear's Interrogatories;
■
response to Lear's Interrogatories; and
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■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

response to Lear's Request for Production of Documents.
Ford's Answer to Complaint
Ford's Answer to 2"d Amended Complaint
Ford's 3`d Party Complaint
RPD
Ford's Response to Plaintiff
ROG
Ford's Response to Plaintiff
ROG
Ford's Response to Plaintiff
2"d ROG
Ford's Response to Plaintiff
Ford's Response to Plaintiff RPD included in Depo Notice
Ford's Supp Response to
ROG
Lear's Response to
RPD
Lear's Response to
Corp 3`d Party Complaint
Corp's Answer to Complaint
response to second request of plaintiff for production of document or other items
Answer to Ford's Complaint and Cross Claims
Cross Claims
Answer to
Answer to 3rd Party Cross Claims and Jury Demand
Cross Claims and Jury Demand
Answer to Plaintiffs' Claims and
Response to Fords 1St RQA
Response to Fords RPD
Response to Fords 1ST ROG
ROG
Answer to
ROG
Answer to
Supplemental Answers to Interrogatories Propounded by Ford
' ROG
Answer to
Answer to
' ROG
Scheduling Order
Cross Claim
Answer to
Answer to 3~d Party Complaint
Answer to Plaintiff Rule 14 Claims

Materials reviewed
■ Barnstable Police Department — Summons Report
■ Ms.
' medicals
o Ambulance report
o Cape Cod admission
o Cape Cod Hospital (including radiology reports and lab tests)
o Cape &Island Urology
o Boston Med Flight
o Boston Medical Center
o Rehab Hosp of Cape and Islands
o Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
o Mass Rehab Commission
o Boston Medical Center: Chest portable (6-29-03, 7-3-03, 7-4-03, 7-5-03, 7-6-03 and 7-7-03)
o Boston Medical Center: SP IVC filter placement on 6-30-03, CT Cervical Spine w/out contrast on
6-29-03, CT brain w/out contrast on 6-29-03 and CT of thorax with contrast on 6-29-03 (1 disk)
o Boston medical neurological documents
o MassHealth records
medicals
■ Mr.
o Boston Med Flight
o Cape Cod Hospital
o Cape Cod Healthcare Diagnostic Imaging —Tibia/fibula on 7-26-05 (post amputation) (1 disk)
o Massachusetts General Hospital
o Visiting Nurse Association of Cape Cod
o Rehab Hospital of Cape Cod
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•
•
•
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
•
■
■
■
■
■

o Dr. M. Barnett
o Falmouth Hospital
o MGH Burn Associates
o Rosenfeld med records
Mr.
employment records
MGA rest report for the Explorer Front Row Seat FMVSS 207
Ms.
journal
Professional Cut records for Ms.
Voicemail left by
Audio of the 911 recordings obtained from the Barnstable Police Department
Title History
Hanover Insurance
Safety Insurance
Horace Mann Insurance Co.
Reynolds Wrecking
Route 18 Auto Center
Sha-Nic
Wareham Ford
Community Rehabilitation Center
Ford material: Crash Test Videos of:
o MDS 3075 —1991 Ford Explorer rear impact, run 20461
o MDS 2178: 9-24-99 —1987 Aerostar
o MDT_6016 50 mph moving barrier into rear of 1971 car.
o Tests 8385, 8428, 8454 (21 mph delta V), 8874, 9108, 9146, 9176 (no movies/photos), 9250,
9218, 9240

Photographs/videos
• Daniel Parkka VI and SI photos
■ Aerial video of crash scene/house
■ Dobson Explorer VI photos 9-10-03
■ Lewis photos of Explorer at Salvage Yard (produced by Plaintiff) Date Unknown
■ Medical Photos of A Bagg in Hospital Date Unknown (Produced by PI)
■ Newell Audi VI photos 9-25-08
■ Pre &Post Accident Photos of A Bagg Date Unknown (Produced by PI)
• Sharma's Audi VI 5-22-06
(Ex 1-5)
11-15-06
n 6-25-08 (Exhibit 1-8)
ett on 4-11-08
ers on 1-5-09 (+ exhibits)
on on 2-28-09(+ exhibits)
10-28-08 (Ex 1-7)
10-16-08 (Exhibit 1-13)
edian on 3-28-07
ler on 4-26-07
on 2-27-09
n 2-5-09
4-23-07 (Exhibits 1-3)
n 4-20-06 (Exhibit 1-2)
n 4-6-06
ri on 2-5-09
on 7-28-08 (Ex 1-27)
2-27-09
on 4-2-07

~'
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l II on 5-14-07 (Exhibit 29a-29c, 41)
on 12-4-08 (Ex 1-7)
rasad on 2-6-09
, III on 4-2-07
n 3-14-08 (Exhibit 1-9)
Depositions from

Criminal Trial

on 10-31-05 8~ 11-1-05

10-12-04
n 12-4-04
s (should be

)

on 12-13-04

Expert Reports:
•
■
—Life Care Plan on 12-30-08
•
—Care Expenses on 1-9-09
Conclusions Regarding the Crash of Mr.
1) Based on the police report, the crash occurred on Sunday, June 29, 2003 at 3:09 am. Mr.
(42 year old male, 203 Ib, 6') was driving a 4 door 1998 Ford Explorer (VIN: 1FMZU34E3WZ
).
Ms.
(31 year old female, 154 Ib, 5'7") was the right-front passenger. Mr.
was listed
as belted in the police report and Ms.
was listed as unbelted.
The Explorer was traveling North on Falmouth Road (Route 28) at about 40 to 45 mph. Falmouth Road is
a 2-lane roadway. At the time of the crash, the roadway was dry. It was dark and the roadway was
lighted. The crash occurred at 4418 Falmouth Road, 40 feet north of its intersection with Anchor Lane,
and 100 feet south of the Santuit Gas Station (Citgo), in Cotuit City, Massachusetts. The posted speed
was originally 50 mph on Falmouth. There was a posted speed sign of 45 mph at the collision site.
(25 year old male) was driving the 2003 A4 Audi station wagon. The Audi was also
traveling North on Falmouth Road, behind the Explorer. The Audi's front struck the left rear of the
Explorer.
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According to the police crash reconstruction, the Audi impacted the Explorer with a speed ranging from
77 to 86 mph (after braking). The overlap was about 55 inches and the PDOF for the Explorer was 180
degrees. The delta V for the Explorer was about 17 mph and 19 mph for the Audi. The Audi frontal
airbag deployed.
The Explorer yawed clockwise (about 280-290 degrees according to the diagram) after the collision. It
went onto the northbound shoulder, crossed driveway # 4462, and went off road. The Explorer tripped on
the soil with a passenger side lead and rolled 100° to 120°. During the rollover, the Explorer's top
impacted a tree located at the western edge of the driveway. There was a contact mark noted on the tree
located 6 feet from its base. The impact location on the Explorer was between the A-pillar to B-pillar on
the passenger side (64 inches aft of the front axle) with a PDOF of 0 degree in the z-direction.
Mr.
, the police crash reconstructionist, noted some roof deformation between the A-and B-pillars,
extending down to the middle hump of the occupant compartment and compressing both front seating
positions. The Explorer rotated clockwise (sic) around the base of the tree to the northern side of the
roadway. The vehicle disengaged from the tree and rolled back onto its wheels to a point of rest. The
vehicle was facing northeast.
The Audi yawed counterclockwise and proceeded across the eastbound lane. Its right side struck a 14.8"
tree off the shoulder of the roadway with a PDOF of 143 degree. The tree was uprooted. The vehicle
continued to yaw and came to rest facing in a southerly direction in the eastbound travel lane. Both
vehicles caught on fire.
2) The crash reconstruction was provided by David Mecaldi from Scientific Boston. According to Mr.
, the Explorer was traveling approximately 35 mph and the Audi at about 90 mph. The closing
speed between the two vehicles was 50-60 mph. The right-front of the Audi impacted the left rear of the
Explorer (about 50% offset). The impact resulted in under-ride of the Explorer. The PDOF for the
Explorer was 173 to 175 degrees.
The delta V for the Explorer was about 20-25 mph, and 35 mph for the Audi. After the impact, the
Explorer was pushed forward at 45-50 mph. The vehicle yawed clockwise. The Explorer went off the
roadway on the right side, crossed a driveway and tripped. The vehicle rolled more than '/ turn _during
impacting a tree at 30-35 mph. The vehicle then rotated around the tree.
3) The Explorer was involved in a prior crash in December 1999. It was repaired prior to being sold to Mr.
. At the time of this crash, the Explorer had been significantly altered and was not in the same
condition as it left Ford's possession.
4) Mr.
caused the crash by excessive speed. He was traveling 90 mph. There was a posted
speed sign of 45 mph in the area of the crash. Mr.
was traveling about 45 mph in excess of
posted speed.
Mr.
had been drinking prior to the crash. His BAC was 0.13 grams of ethanol per 100 milliliters.
Mr.
was cited for driving while intoxicated, driving to endanger and speeding (Citation
#K3027835).
Mr.
was 25 years old at the time of the crash. His driving records showed two prior speeding
tickets, one in 2000 and another in 2002. His license was suspended on May 1, 2003 and then revoked
on May 7, 2003. Mr.
was also cited for driving with a revoked license (Citation #K3027836).
Conclusions Regarding Ms.
' Injuries
5) Ms.
was completely ejected. She was found in the middle of the roadway. According to Mr.
2"d exhibit, Ms.
was found on the south-lane of Route 28, east of the Audi's final rest
position, and west of the Ford's final rest position. According to Mr.
statement, he "dragged her
to the other side of the roadway to get her away from the burning vehicles".
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6) EMS arrived at 3:30 am and found Ms.
supine on the roadway. According to the EMS record,
she was ejected 25-30 feet. Ms.
was complaining of back and shoulder pain. She was numb
from her waist down. Ms.
was initially taken to Cape Cod Hospital but was later air lifted to
Mass General Hospital. The medical records noted some blood and fluid in right ear, multiple facial
abrasions, and lacerations on her occipital scalp (5-6 cm), right lateral knee area (2-7.6 cm) and to her
spleen.
Ms.
was diagnosed with subarachnoid hemorrhages in the left temporal lobe, superior cerebellar
cistern, and interpeduncular fossa. She had multiple facial fractures including LeFort II/III fractures and
orbital wall fractures. Ms.
had a comminuted nondisplaced fracture of the right inferior facet of
C1, comminuted and displaced fractures of the spinous processes of C7, T1 and T2, cord transection at
T2-T3 cord, burst fractures of T3 and T4 vertebral bodies with distraction and retropulsion of bone
fragments, large anterior and superior mediastinal hematoma and posterior left mediastinal hematoma at
T10 level and multiple rib fractures.
7) Assuming that Ms.
was seated in the right-front seat, she was afar-sided occupant in a left
offset rear impact with under-ride. She moved to the rear and down during the impact with the Audi. Ms.
moved inboard during the clockwise vehicle motion.
8) Ms.
was subsequently ejected. Ms.
' post crash position points out to a complete
ejection during the rapid yaw motion of the Explorer. The ejection most likely occurred out the passenger
window when the vehicle had yawed about 220 to 270 degrees, prior to completing its yaw motion,
tripping and to contacting the tree.
Viano reviewed 14 NASS-CDS electronic rear impact cases for the 1997 to 2004 calendar years. The
cases included completely ejected drivers and right-front occupants with serious injury. Rollovers were
excluded in the analysis. The vehicle kinematics and occupant location were obtained from the crash
scene diagrams and narratives. The results indicate that ejection most often occurs during vehicle
spinout post impact. The ejection trajectory could be estimated in 11 of the 14 cases. All occurred during
spinout. The ejection details were unknown in the 3 remaining cases. It should be noted that one case
included a belted driver in a convertible.
9) Ms.
injuries are consistent with at least two hard impacts with the roadway after ejection. Her
ejection path is not conclusive since interior witness marks were not noted in the material reviewed and
the vehicle is no longer available for inspection. I believe that she was most likely ejected from the
passenger's side window. The following summarizes the analysis that supports this conclusion.
An analysis was conducted using the throw model, which is based on the work of Hay (1993) and
includes the effects of aerodynamic drag. The most likely scenario considered was for the right-front
passenger's ejection from the passenger side window. The analysis assumed that the right-front
passenger's rest position is 67' from her initial ejection. Ms.
was ejected in the air about 40' or
more and then subsequently rolled on the roadway.
According to Mr.
the vehicle yaw rate at ejection was 127 deg/sec (2.2 rad/s) and the vehicle
velocity was about 38 mph at the point of possible ejection. Ms.
ejection velocity would have
been 42 mph (38 mph vehicle velocity + 3.9 mph rotational velocity, assuming a 2.6' radius) assuming
loss of velocity during the ejection process.
An ejection velocity of 42 mph and upward angle of 4.2 degrees gives a throw distance of 40'. Impact
with the ground is at 41.9 mph. The downward trajectory of the right-front passenger was -15.9 degrees
at ground impact with a 4.51 feet maximum vertical displacement. The time from ejection to ground
impact is about 0.67 seconds.
10) Ms.
ground impact velocity is 41.9 mph (18.7 m/s). Her energy is somewhat equivalent to a
free fall height of 58.7'. Ms.
' kinematics cannot not fully be compared. to fall accidents from
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injuries are somewhat
buildings due to the shallow impact angle, however, some of Ms.
consistent with those of victims of falls from heights (Lau et al. 1998, Tuttle-Newhall et al. 1997, Turk,
Tsokos 2004).
injuries are consistent with an initial blunt impact to the head/face with the
Some of Mrs.
ground. Ms.
may have subsequently rolled on her back, explaining her occipital laceration and
bilateral posterior rib fractures. Torso, head, abdominal and spine injuries are common in fall accidents
(Yagmur et al. 2004, Lau et al. 1998). Lau et al. (1998) reported that almost 50% of fall victims sustained
a combination of head, thoracic and abdominal injuries.
sustained multiple LeFort 11 and III facial fractures. Figure 1 shows the facial fracture
Ms.
impact with the
severity level based on impact velocity (Yoganandan et al. 1993). Clearly, Ms.
ground exceeded the level for LeFort III fractures.
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Figure 1: Fracture severity versus impact velocity
(Level 0 = no fracture and Level 4 =most severe case - LeFort III)
(Yoganandan et al. 1993).
11) The risk of serious injury is higher for ejected occupants than non-ejected occupants. O'Day, Scott
(1984) found that the rate of fatal injury was 40 times higher for ejected occupants than for non-ejected.
Huelke et al. (1981) reviewed tow-away crashes and found that 1 out of 300 occupants sustained a
severe neck injury. The injury rate rose to 1 out of 14 occupants for those ejected (21.4 times higher).
They also noted that severe neck injuries were rare in vehicles struck in the rear.
12) Ms.
was unbelted. Hanemann et al. (1977) carried a matched pair analysis and estimated
that seatbelts could reduce crash fatalities by 23% solely by mitigating ejections. Huelke (1966)
investigated fatal crashes and postulated that 80% of ejections could have been prevented with the
seatbelt.
13) Numerous studies in the literature have found significant belt effectiveness in rear crashes, in
particular in preventing ejection outside the vehicle:
o Levine (1972) found that seatbelts reduced the risk of injury by 12% in rear impacts and of serious
injury by more than 57%.
o According to Evans (1991), seatbelt use is 49% effective in preventing fatal injury in rear impacts
where 23% of the effectiveness is preventing ejection (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Restraint effectiveness by crash direction (Evans 1991).
o

Three-point belts have been reported to reduce 56-81% in rear and other impacts (Table 1 from
Kanianthra 2005).
Table 1: Fatality reduction by impact direction (Kanianthra 2005).

o
o

Viano, Parenteau (2004) found a 76.6% belt effectiveness in reducing spinal injury risks in rear
impacts.
The 2004 Viano study was reanalyzed using more recent data. In the new analysis, NASS-CDS data
was obtained for 1993 to 2007 calendar year. The data only included towaways (towpar = 1) in
1993+ model year vehicles. Table 2 shows the risk of serious (AIS 3+) injury by body region and belt
usage for non-ejected occupants in rear impacts. Seatbelts were 64°/a effective in reducing serious
spine injury for non-ejected occupants in rear impacts.
The data was also analyzed for complete ejection. Seatbelts were 99.9% effective in preventing
complete ejection in rear impacts. There were 2 unweighted cases (51 weighted) where a belted
occupant was completely ejected when belted. One case involved a 2-seater convertible with the top
down (NABS-CDS case #2001-49-67) and the other involved a significant impact by a Freightliner
(NABS-CDS case #2005-11-37). The left rear door was opened during the crash and the belted
driver was ejected during the yawing motion post impact.
Table 3 shows the risk of serious (AIS 3+) injury by body region and belt usage for completely ejected
occupants. There was 1 unweighted case (122 weighted) where the unbelted occupants sustained a
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serious spinal injury (case # 2001-75-1). This case involved two significant rear impacts causing the
vehicle to yaw counterclockwise and ejecting the driver more than 25' through the 2"d row left window.
The driver was fatally injured.
Table 2: Injury for non-ejected occupants in rear impacts

All Occ n=
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3-6
AIS Unk
Total
Belted Occ n=
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3-6
AIS Unk
Total
Unbelted Occ n=
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3-6
AIS Unk
Total
Risk AIS 3+
Belted
Unbelted
Diff

Head
1,917,358
147,866
26,484
12,068
1,514
187,932
1,673,574
124,160
19,327
3,657
722
147,865
154,761
19,887
6,506
8,226
73
34,691
0.2%
5.3°/a
-95.9%

Non-E'ected in Rear. GAD1=B' and Rollover <=0

Face

Neck

Thorax

Abdomen

Sine

UX

LX

Unk

All

163,937
1,058
154
0
165,149

35,250
181
58
315
35,804

84,655
2,566
3,346
1,518
92,085

26,550
2,208
279
1,543
30,580

697,214
11,880
1,881
0
710,975

241,359
4,160
336
86
245,942

274,587
9,900
1,834
2,098
288,479

22,507
0
240
1,068,155
1,090 902

1,693,925
58,437
20,195
1.075,230
2,847,787

131,684
542
0
0
132,226

33,315
177
58
315
33,865

68,792
1,871
2,243
1,518
74,424

15,644
368
162
1,543
17,716

628,463
5,375
1,282
0
635,121

213,741
3,592
195
86
217,614

220,561
4,124
913
2,098
227,697

20,830
0
0
934,851
955,681

1,457,190
35,375
8,510
941,133
2,442,209

22,761
464
101
0
23,326

959
4
0
0
963

11,036
593
1,052
0
12,680

9,435
1,584
118
0
11,136

36,058
5,790
333
0
42,181

19,565
504
90
0
20,159

45,213
5,565
787
0
51,565

953
0
240
79,958
81,151

165,867
21,009
10,947
80,031
277,853

0.0°/a
0.1°/,
-100.0%

0.0°/a
0.0%

0.1%
0.7°/,
-80.3%

0.0°/,
0.1°/,
-87.3%

0.7%
0.2%
-64.4%

0.0%
0.1%
-80.0%

0.1%
0.5%
-89.3%

0.5%
7.1°/a
-92.8%

Table 3: Injury for ejected occupants in rear impacts.
Complete)
All Occ n=
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3-6
AIS Unk
Total
Belted Occ n=
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3-6
AIS Unk
Total
Unbelted Occ n=
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3-6
AIS Unk
Total

o

o
o

o

Head
7,801
2,047
589
368
0
3,005
51
51
11
40
0
101
7,750
1,997
579
328
0
2,904

E'ected in Rear GAD7='B' and Rollover <=0

'

Face

Neck

Thorax

Abdomen

Sine

UX

LX

Unk

All

1,183
0
0
0
1,183

96
7
0
0
103

2,773
255
589
0
3,617

895
605
122
0
1,622

3,306
578
122
22
4,029

3,105
419
104
0
3,627

2,033
315
301
0
2,650

0
0
0
3,805
3,805

15,439
2,769
1,606
3,827
23,641

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

11
0
40
0
51

40
0
0
0
40

0
40
0
0
40

0
11
0
0
11

11
80
91
0
181

0
0
0
0
0

112
141
170
0
424

1,183
0
0
0
1,183

96
7
0
0
103

2,763
255
549
0
3,567

856
605
122
0
1,582

3,306
538
122
22
3,989

3,105
408
104
0
3,617

2,022
236
211
0
2,469

0
0
0
3,805
3,805

15,327
2,627
1,436
3,827
23,217

Partyka (1992) found a 41% lower injury risk for belted than unbelted occupants in rear impacts.
Belts were found effective in reducing rebound injuries. The injury risks by frontal components were
54% lower for belted occupants than unbelted occupants.
Digges et al. (1993) found that nearly half of the restrained occupants in severe rear impacts were
injured from frontal components.
Prasad (1997) reviewed field accidents with front seat occupants ejected from the rear window in rear
impacts and found 1 case out of 2,223 where the occupant was restrained with a 3 point belt. The
details of the case were not included.
Viano reviewed FARS 2000-2004 data and compared the ejection rates for front seat occupants in
rear impacts. Rollovers were excluded. Table 4 shows that seatbelts were 84.5% effective in
reducing partial ejection and 96.4% in reducing complete ejection.
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Table 4: Ejection path in rear impacts (EARS).
Ejection Path
Not
Ejected

Side Door

DriverBRFP
Norrejected
0
21,415
Compl. Ejected
0
56
Partial Ejected
17
0
Unknown
0
0
Total
73
21,415
D & RFP - Belted (Lap-shoulder)
Non-ejected
11,980
0
Compl. Ejected
0
4
Partial Ejected
0
3
Unknown
0
0
Total
11,980
7
D 8 RFP - Unbelted
Norrejected
4,588
0
Compl. Ejected
0
49
Partial Ejected
0
13
Unknown
0
0
Total
4,588
62

Ejection risk
Belted
Unbelted
Diff

o

o

o

Partial
0.41%
2.7%
84.5%

Side
Window

yyindshield

Bask
Window

Back Door

Roof
Opening

Roofether Path
Converible

Unknown

Total

0
115
32
0
147

0
28
6
0
34

0
71
6
0
77

0
15
2
0
17

0
B
7
0
15

0
3
0
0
3

0
&4
2
0
86

0
947
160
67
1,174

21,475
1,327
232
67
23,041

0
5
6
0
11

0
0
3
0
3

0
5
2
0
7

0
2
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
3
1
0
4

0
62
35
14
111

11,980
81
50
14
12,125

0
107
23
0
130

0
28
3
0
31

0
62
4
0
66

0
12
2
0
14

0
S
7
0
15

0
3
0
0
3

0
75
1
0
76

0
756
102
22
880

4,588
1,100
155
22
5,865

Complete
0.67%
18.8%
96.4%

Strother and James (1987) found that seatbelts were beneficial in rear impacts by 1) controlling or
eliminating ramping up the seatback, 2) reducing the velocity of the occupant relative to the vehicle
interior, 3) minimizing the potential for occupants to be out-of position at impact, and 4) controlling
forward rebound.
Strother, James compared the belted and unbelted dummy biomechanical responses in FMVSS 301
NCAP tests and did not find significant differences. The authors also reviewed the kinematics and
found that head strikes were generally higher for unbelted occupants than belted occupants. They
observed a higher probability unpadded structure contacts for unbelted occupants than for belted
occupants. The videos with the belted dummies showed the thighs and knees jack-knifing upward
and rearward in response to the forward vehicle acceleration. This motion prevented the belted
dummies to slip out of their lap belts.
Viano et al. (2008) investigated full-width FMVSS 301 rigid barrier tests with belted occupants in
vehicles from the early 1990s through 2000s. Table 5 summarizes the biomechanical responses for
the head and chest of the driver and right-front passenger. The average is consistently below IARVs.
A review of the available videos indicated that the seatbelt helped retain the occupants in their seats,
although most of the restraint was provided by yielding seatbacks and other interior contacts.
Table 5: Summary of occupant responses in rigid barrier rear crashes.
HIC
Mobility
Average
sd
1995+
Average
sd
IARV
5th
50th

245
281
148
99

1000
1000

Head Peak Chest Peak
Acc
Acc
Driver
49.4
19.9
35.5
9.3
Driver
35.2
18.4
13.3
21.5

193
180

73
60

HIC
351

Head Peak Chest Peak
Acc
Acc
RFP
60.6
14.7

199
155

RFP
45.6
30.9

1000
1000

193
180

50.1
50.5

73
60

12) Ms.
was involved in a 20-25 mph rear impact. Figure 3 shows the risk of serious (MATS 3+)
and severe (MAIS 4+) injuries in rear impacts by delta V (Viano, Parenteau, 2008). The MAIS 4+ risk is
0.26% in 20 to 25 mph delta V crashes. The field data shows that only 1 in 385 occupants exposed to
rear crashes of 20-25 mph delta V experience severe-to-fatal injury. This safety performance exceeds
the protection afforded by seatbelts and airbags in frontal crashes and the safety in side impacts of similar
severity (Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Risk of serious (MATS 3+) and severe (MATS 4+) injury to front-seat
occupants in tow-away rear impacts (Viano, Parenteau 2008b).
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Figure 4: Risk of serious and severe injury (MAIS 3+and MATS 4+)
to occupants in tow-away rear impacts.
13) The right-front passenger seat is no longer available for inspection. The Explorer photos taken by Mr.
Parkka, Mr. Dobson and Mr. Lewis after the crash were reviewed. The photos indicate that the right-front
passenger seatback was slightly reclined. As pointed out by Mr. Parkka in his report, the seatback
rotation may have been caused by the vehicle crush during the tree impact.
Mr. Roger Burnett from Ford will describe the seat track, cushion, recliner, pivot and seatback as seen in
the available photos. The post crash vehicle inspection photos showed essentially no significant
deformation that would be consistent with seatback yield in a rear impact.
14) ABTS seats (all belts to seat) were used in the late 1990s. Their ability to carry shoulder belt load
made them heavier and more expensive than conventional seats and their use would have required reengineering of the vehicle floor and body structures. It was not a design defect that the 1998 Ford
Explorer did not use ABTS. Furthermore, there are known downsides with stronger seats; real-world
crashes have demonstrated some of these, including increased rebound, ramping and injuries associated
with loss of head or upper body support (Viano et al. 2009).
15) Seats with greater moment-carrying capability in rear crashes were in the market place in the 1990s.
However, the 1998 Ford Explorer had a seat that was consistent in design and exceeded in strength most
of the volume-produced vehicles. The seat was subjected to rigorous development testing and
refinement before being introduced in production.
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Figure 5 shows forty years of seat strength in rear loading by a body block. Defense's testing of the Ford
Explorer seat showed a peak load of 1,102 Ib and moment strength of 13,775 inlb with a 12.5" moment
arm in a FMVSS 207 tests (MGA report C04Q7-146.1). The Ford Explorer has strength that exceeds the
historic average.
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Figure 5: Historic seat strength data from pull tests (Viano et al. 2009)
with data from MGA 207 test of the Ford Explorer.
16) Rear-ended vehicles are often involved in pre-crash maneuvers. Campbell et al. (2003) investigated
police-reported crashes using the 2000 GES database and found that 60% of the rear-ended vehicles
were decelerating prior to impact. Warner et al. (1991) used NASS 1982-1984 and found that 67% of
rear-ended vehicles were involved in braking, swerving, spinning/yawing or other maneuvers prior to
impact (Table 6). The authors inferred that some occupants may be out-of-position prior to being rearended depending on magnitude of the maneuvers prior to impact. Tests with out-of-position occupants
show higher occupant responses in rigid seats than in yielding seats (Melvin 1971, Viano et al. 2009).
Table 6: Distribution of pre-crash scenarios for rear-end vehicles (NHTSA 2003).
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17) There was no design, manufacturing or performance defect in the passenger seat or its attachments
to the vehicle. Field data analyses by NHTSA, industry and researchers have confirmed the safety
performance of yielding seatbacks of the type in the 1998 Ford Explorer.
Conclusions Regarding Mr.
Injuries
18) Mr.
extricated himself from the Explorer through the right-front passenger door. Bystanders
assisted him at the scene. Mr.
was airlifted to Massachusetts. General Hospital in Boston. He was
diagnosed severe burns on his back, chest, arms, and face. His non-burn related injuries consisted of a
left sacral fracture, left superior/inferior pubic rami fractures, a left open tibia/fibula fracture, and a left
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close ankle fracture. Hematomas on his pelvis, abdomen, and shoulder were also noted. Mr.
fractures are not consistent with the rear impact.
19) Mr.
was involved in a quarter-turn rollover arrested by a tree impact. Digges, Eigen (2003)
investigated the risk of serious injury for non-ejected occupants in single vehicle rollovers by quarter
turns. They found that more than 30% of seriously injured unbelted occupants were involved in quarterturn rollovers where the injury rate was highest (Figure 6). They also discovered that most quarter-turn
rollovers had impacts with fixed objects before or after the rollover. They reviewed individual cases of
quarter-turn rollovers and found that 28% of serious injuries were from impacts with fixed objects prior to
the rollover, and 66% were from impacts during or after the rollover, excluding ground impacts. Fixed
object impacts during a rollover event are clearly injurious. Mr.
was belted but his skeletal injuries
are consistent with the impact with the tree.
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Figure 6: Distribution and risks serious injury (MATS 3+F)
by number of quarter turns (Digges, Eigen 2003).
20) The post crash Explorer photos were reviewed and indicate that the driver seatback was also slightly
reclined. However, the police officer removed it from the vehicle after the crash. Photos show it was not
significantly deformed in the crash (see Mr. Burnett's report).
Shoemaker (1959) described the risk of occupant injury by diving to the ground in a rollover. He used the
work of Smith (1953) to show that an upright-seated occupant loading the top of their head when inverted
involves nearly 60% of the occupant's kinetic energy loading through the neck and head when the roof is
nearly perpendicular to the head, neck and torso axis.
Figure 7 shows that the energy directed to the head is influenced by body orientation and angle of the
impact surface. For an upright-seated occupant in a frontal or near-side impact, less than 10% of their
energy is directed through the head as loads occur directly on the chest, pelvis and lower extremities.
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Figure 7: Head impact are influenced by the body orientation and
the angle of the impact surface (from Shoemaker 1959 with additions).
Viano et al. (2009) discusses an approach to reduce diving injuries in rollovers. The approach is to
recline the occupants prior to the roof impact. By reclining the occupant, the clearance between the head
benefited
and roof increases and the torso kinetic energy is directed less through the neck. Mr.
was not diagnosed
from the inclination of his seatback prior his vehicle impact with the tree. Mr.
was seated upright by a rigid seat, his head would have
with head or face contact injury. If Mr.
been in the path of the tree impact and he would most likely have been fatally injured.
was belted. The restraint system was not available for
21) According to the police report, Mr.
was belted, the belt system reduced his excursion during the multiinspection. Assuming that Mr.
remained restrained by the seat and belt system during the rear impact, vehicle
impact crash. Mr.
yaw and roof impact. His lap and shoulder belt also reduced his upper and lower torso contact forces
benefited from both his
with the interior, and prevented his head from contacting the interior. Mr.
seat and belt system throughout the crash. They allowed him to be alert and extricate himself from the
vehicle as it burned from a fire originating from the Audi's engine compartment.
NHTSA (2000) carried out safety benefit analysis for the seatbelts using FARS passenger car data in a
double-pair comparison. The results indicated that front occupants reduced their injury risk by a factor of
2.4 to 2.7 when restrained (Table 6).
Table 6: Matched-pair analysis for seatbelts (NHTSA 2000).
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was involved in amultiple-impact crash. Digges, Bahout (2003) showed that the rate of
22) Mr.
serious injury was high in crashes with two impacts (Table 7). The risk was 7.6 times higher in twoimpact crashes than in single impact rear crashes (3.21% v. 0.42%). Table 5 shows that the risk of
serious injury was 6.12 times higher for belted occupants in two-impact crashes than in single rear
impacts.
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The results also indicate that top vehicle impact is the most injurious single-impact crash mode. The
seatbelt is less effective in this type of crash than other crashes, including two or three+ impacts. Using
the data in Table 8, seatbelts are 41.9% in reducing serious injury in single-top impacts, while they are
82.0% effective in single-rear impacts.
Table 7: Distribution by crash direction, number of crashes,
MATS 3+injuries, and MATS 3+ injury rate per 100 exposed (Digges, Bahout 2003).
Crash Mode
Front Sin le
Back Sin le
Side Sin le
To Sin le
Two Im acts
Three+ Im acts

Peo le %
45°~0
5°e
21°jo
5°0
17°a
S°%

MAIS 3+ %
32°0
1.0%
17°o
8°JO
24°JO
18°~0

Rate
1.65
0.42
t.79
3.85
321
6.25

Table 8: Distribution by crash direction: Single vs. multiple impact for belted
and unbelted; by number of crashes, MATS 3+ injuries, and
MATS 3+ injury rate per 100 exposed (Digges, Bahout 2003).
Unbelted
Belted
Rate
Peo le MATS 3+ Rats Peo 1~ MAIS 3+
33°Q
5.82
45°/0 29°l0 0.93 39°!0
0.7°to
1.89
3°a
6°IQ 1.4°l0 0.34
4.76
13°/a
22% 21% 1.36 19°a
8%0
5.$2
~S°!o
10°io 3.15 11°c
TO 5111 I@
25%
8.36
Two Impacts
17°la 24~'a 2.08 2'1%
21°ro
16.69
9°.0
15°/a 3.52
Threes Impacts 6°ia

Crash Mode
Front Sln Ie
Back Sln le
SIdeSingle

23) Based on the evidence providence and despite the prior damage, the 1998 Ford Explorer seatbelt
system, seats or interior performed well in this crash. The restraint system was within the state-of-art for
vehicles of that seatbelt system, seats or interior. They surpassed the applicable Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety standards.
24) Mr. Pozzi and Dr. Benda claim that seatback rotation caused Mr.

to lose vehicle control.

Mr. Pozzi's and Dr. Benda's claim is misleading and incorrect. First, even with ARTS seats, a high
severity rear collision causes the driver's head and shoulders to displace rearward more than 12" as the
occupant is accelerated forward. This pulls the hands off the steering wheel. Even in cases where a
driver is aware of an impending rear impact and grips the steering wheel, the crash forces of a severe
collision can deform the rim; but, the inertial forces of the arms and shoulders are sufficient to pull the
hands off the wheel. Drivers are not strong enough to hold the wheel in severe rear impacts. Rearward
deformation of the upper rim of the steering wheel has been seen after severe rear crashes, showing the
results of the driver's grip until their hands pull off. The inertial effects of severe rear crashes also affect
the feet, which move rearward from the controls due to crash dynamics.
Second, in a severe rear crash, the driver is subjected to complex vehicle motions that accelerate the
interior forward and cause rapid yaw, pitch and roll motions. The vehicle motions rapidly move the
steering wheel and foot controls away from the driver in a complex path. The driver's visual perception
and motor reactions would have a difficult time locking in on, grabbing and taking control of the vehicle. It
is unlikely that a driver can compensate for the effects of vehicle motion after a severe crash.
Third, FMVSS 301 crash tests involve significant occupant rebound after the rear crash.
(2008) found rebound velocities of 9-14 mph for belted occupants. Forward velocity in the vehicle would
make it extremely difficult to visualize the steering wheel, grip the rim and provide meaningful steering
input. These effects would be further complicated by rapid yaw and lateral vehicle motion. It is unlikely
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under these circumstances that a driver would have the skill and wherewithal to regain control of the
vehicle before it comes to rest after a severe rear collision.
Fourth, human reaction times vary greatly and depend on the circumstances and familiarity with the
perceived event during normal driving (Shinar 2007). For normal, expected situations like observing a
stop sign, brake reaction times vary from 0.68-1.65 s. The largest delays with common but unexpected
events are about 1.25 s and can increase to 1.75 s for rare, unexpected events. For complex situations
not part of normal driving, reaction times increase dramatically. Studies with young drivers 17-18 years
old confronted with something darting into their path, the reaction time was 7.38 s. Even with training for
complex situations, the reaction time was lowered to only 6.85 s. Obviously, an unexpected, severe rear
impact disrupts cognitive and somatic senses of a driver leading to larger delays in reactions and
perception of a need to regain control of the vehicle than what has been measured in normal driving
without an accident.
25) There was no design, manufacturing or performance defect in the driver seat or its attachments to the
vehicle. Field data analyses by NHTSA, industry and researchers have confirmed the safety performance
of yielding seatbacks of the type in the 1998 Ford Explorer.
The findings and opinions in this report are offered to a reasonable degree of biomechanical, engineering
and medical certainty based on the materials reviewed and analysis of facts to date. The vehicle is not
available for inspection. I have relied on investigations of other experts and reserve the right to refine my
opinions should additional information, activities or materials provide new facts and evidence. I also
reserve the right to amend my report and to address statements and conclusions in supplemental reports
by plaintiff experts. My billing rate is $450/hr. I have included a synopsis of my education, background
and experience, and attached a copy of my CV.
Sincerely,

~U~~
David C Viano, Dr. med., Ph.D.
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1-4-10
Supplemental Conclusions Regarding Mr.

and Ms.

Crash and Injury:

26) Ford carried out a series of "due care" rear impact tests with the Explorer prior to introducing the 1998
Ford Explorer. Table 1 shows they conducted 8 developmental and 2 certification rear impact tests from
1992-1994 with the 1995-1996 Explorer. The developmental tests were offset impacts (6 at 50 mph, 1 at
17.3 mph and 1 at an unknown speed) by a passenger car and 2 certification tests were NCAP tests at 35
mph with a rigid barrier. The tests show that the Explorer has excellent crashworthiness of vehicle
structures and components.
Table 1: "Due care" rear impact tests with the Ford Explorer.
Crash
tests

Vehicle

Offset

Impact speed
(mph)

8385
8428
8454
8874
9108

1995 E~lorer (4 x 4) 4door wagon
1995.25 E~brer (4x4) 4-door
1995 E~brer (4 x 4) 4door wagon
1996 E~brer (4 x 2) 2-door wagon
199X F~lorer (4 x 2) 2-door wagon production modified prototype
1995.25 E~brer (4 x 4) 2-door wagon
1995.25 E~lorer (4 x 2) 2~oor wagon conformatlon prototype
1995.25 E~brer (4 x 2) 4door wagon conformation prototype
1995.25 E~brer (4 x 2) 4-door wagon certification program, conformation
prototype
1995 E~lorer 2-door wagon certification program, conformafion
prototype

50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

UNK
50.5
50.3
49.8
50.3

50%
50°/

50.3
17.3••

50%

9146
9176
9218
9240

9250

Calcul.
Deka V
(mph)

Striking vehicle

Date

Front
Occupants

Rear
Occupants

1992 Sable 4 door
1992 Taurus 4door
1992 Sable 4 door
1992 Taurus 4-door
1992 Taurus 4door

4/2911992
5/28/1992
6/19/1992
4/13/1993
11/15/1993

Water bottles
Water bottles
Water bottles
Water bottles
Water bottles

Water bottle LR
Water bottles
Water bottles

22.4

1990 Taurus 4door'
1991 Sable 4door

12/11/1993
12/31/1993

HII
HII

50.1

22.2

1992 Taurus 4-door

1/25/1994

HII

0%

34.4

16.8

Barrier

2/7/1994

HII

0%

35.1

17.7

Barrier

2/14/1994

HII

Water bottles

Water bottle RR

'1992 on Hdeo, "Error in test speed

FMVSS 301 assesses fuel system integrity. It originally consisted of a 30 mph rear impact test with a
4,000 Ib rigid moving barrier. FMVSS 301 was revised in 2003 by implementing a more severe offset test
using a lighter moving deformable barrier (3,015 Ib), but at a higher test speed of 50 mph and a 70%
offset (NHTSA 2003). The revised standard was phased-in over a three year period beginning
September 1, 2006, according to the following production percentages: 40%, 70%, and 100%. Vehicles
manufactured after September 1, 2008 had to comply.
The revised FMVSS 301 has higher kinetic energy than the original standard and the offset loading of the
rear structures caused more vehicle deformation due to asymmetric loading in the rear. The average
delta V in a series of tests conducted for NHTSA was 27 ± 3 mph (Viano et al. 2008). The left rear
structures of Mr.
1998 Ford Explorer withstood substantial forces during the offset, rear crash.
Occupant compartment integrity was maintained with minimal intrusion.
The revised FMVSS 301 standard uses 50th percentile male dummies in the driver and right-front
passenger seats. Dummy instrumentation is not required and no biomechanical criteria are included. A
50th male Hybrid II dummy was placed in the driver and passenger seats in 3 of Ford's offset tests (9146,
9176 and 9218) and in the 2 NCAP tests. However, there were no photos or videos produced in test
9176 due to an error with the impact speed. Biomechanical responses in the Ford offset developmental
tests were not measured. Occupant kinematics was assessed by reviewing videos and photos. Figures
1 shows the dummy position after the offset crash tests. The front, belted dummies remained in their
seats after the crash.
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Figure 1: Post-crash dummy position in test 9146 with 22.4 mph delta V
and test 9218 with 22.2 mph delta V.
' ejection risk would not have been reduced had she worn her
27) Mr.
claims that Ms.
is incorrect. Numerous studies have shown significant seatbelt
seatbelt (Pozzi depo P39, L9). Mr.
effectiveness in all crash types in preventing ejection from a vehicle. Hartemann et al. (1977) carried out
a matched-pair analysis and estimated that seatbelts reduced crash fatalities by 23% solely by mitigating
ejection. Huelke (1966) investigated fatal crashes and determined that 80% of ejections could have been
prevented with the use of seatbelt.
According to Evans (1991), seatbelt effectiveness in preventing fatal injury of the driver is 77 ± 6% in
rollovers, 49 ± 14% in rear impacts, 43 ± 8°/a in frontal impacts, 39 ± 15% in far-side impacts and 27 ±
17% in near-side impacts. Seatbelt effectiveness in preventing ejection varied from 8 ± 1% in near-side
impacts to 63 ± 1% in rollovers with 22 ± 1% in rear impacts.
Viano, Parenteau (2010, in press) analyzed tow-away crashes in NASS-CDS 1993-2007 and found that
the risk for complete ejection was 2.69°/a ± 1.53% for unbelted occupants in rear impacts and 0.0032% ±
0.0026% for lap-shoulder belted occupants. Ejection was >800 times more likely with unbelted than
belted occupants in rear impacts. Belted occupants were least likely to be completely ejected in rear
impacts than in other crash modes.
28) Electronic cases were reviewed involving serious-to-fatal injury (MATS 3+F) with complete ejection in
rear impacts (Viano, Parenteau 2010, in press). Vehicle kinematics and occupant location were obtained
from the crash scene diagrams and narratives. There were two belted cases involving complete ejection.
One was in a convertible with an open top and another involved ejection out a door opened by severe
crash deformation from the impacting Freightliner. Review of the cases indicated that both ejections
occurred during vehicle yaw after the rear impact.
There were 14 unbelted cases. Half of the collisions involved three of more impacts in the crash
sequence; there were only two cases of a single impact accident. The most serious injury was caused by
ground contact in 8 (57%) of the cases. Four of 14 cases involved 2"d row occupants. Half of the
ejections were judged to have occurred during vehicle yaw motion after the rear impact. Ms.
was completely ejected. It is unlikely that she was belted.
29) Seatbelts and yielding seats are also effective in preventing ramping. Saunders et al. (2003) at
NHTSA reviewed a series of FMVSS 301 crash tests of 2002 model year vehicles with instrumented 50th
percentile male Hybrid III dummies. The videos were analyzed and "showed no noticeable translation of
the dummy up the seatback (ramping) for the vehicles tested, even for the seat that collapsed."
Mr.
i is mistaken when stating that seatbelts are not helpful in rear impacts (Pozzi's depo P42, L11).
Strother, James (1987) found that seatbelts were beneficial in rear impacts by 1) controlling or eliminating
ramping up the seatback, 2) reducing the velocity of the occupant relative to the vehicle interior, 3)
minimizing the potential for occupants to be out-of position at impact and 4) controlling forward rebound.
These findings are consistent with later studies (James et al. 1991, Warner et al. 1991).
referred to the Schnaibel vs. Chrysler case in his deposition. He claims that Mr.
30) Mr.
is incorrect. Mr.
was 90% ejected and that his belt was found around his ankles. Mr.
2
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vehicle was involved in rear and front impacts. He was listed as non-ejected in the police report. Mr.
l post-crash location was ambiguous. EMS found Mr.
in the driver's seat at arrival.
There was no indication of a nearly complete ejection. There was no documentation of Mr.
seatbelt location in the case material reviewed. He was in a rear and then front impact and rebounded
back into his seat. He was not 90% ejected.
31) Plaintiffs carried out 3 rear impact tests at KARCO Engineering involving a 50th Hybrid III driver (186
Ib) and right-front passenger (154 Ib) in a stiff reinforced Explorer seat (test 1) and in a yielding 1998
Explorer seat (test 2) and a 1997 Explorer seat (test 3). The dummies were unbelted in tests 1 and 2,
and they were lap-shoulder belted in test 3. The delta V was 25.5 mph in test 1, 26.4 mph in test 2 and
28.5 mph in test 3. Test 3 used 1997 Explorer seats, which are a different design from the 1998 Explorer
seats in the Bagg-Marsters' vehicle.
Table 2 summarizes peak occupant responses. For the right-front passenger, the peak chest response
was highest in test 1 at 42% of IARV (Mertz et al. 2003). The highest response for test 3 was HIC at 52%
of IARV. The head acceleration peaked at 163 ms. The peak neck flexion was high in test 3 at 11% of
IARV and was only 14% higher than in test 1. Test 3 involved 25% more energy than test 1.
Table 2: Peak occupant responses in KARCO sled test series P26199.
Vehicle: 1999 Ford Explorer
KARCO series: P26199
Buck mounted 170 degrees to the path of travel wkh 5 degrees pitch nose down.

Occ
D -50th - unbeRed
P -50th - unbelted
D -50th - unbelted
P -50th - unbelted
D -50th -Betted
P -50th - Belted

Test Weight
#
1
1
2
2
3
3

186
154
186
154
186
154

Explorer
Seat
98 reirdorced
98 reirrforced
98 OEM
98 OEM
97 OEM
97 OEM

Delta V (mph)
Tunnel Sled
25.5
25.5
26.4
26.4
28.5
28.5

IARVs (SAE 2003-22-0009)

26.1
26.1
27.2
27.2
28.1
28.1

Upper Neck
Mt. Post. Tension Comp. Flexion Extension
Shear Shear Fz (N) Fz (N)
My
My (Nm)
(N)
(N)
(Nm)
239
-181
699
-457
9
-12
212
-142
522
-444
19
-8
202
-95
2270
-468
8
3
4d5
-73
1806
-464
20
-22
250
-104
1810
-791
11
-2
607
-83
1792
-1312
22
-39
3100

-3100

Head
Peak g
HIC36

Chest
Peak g 3ms

36
39
75.2"'
55
106
61

170
195
573.1•'
409
665
517

23.1' 22.7'
25.6
25.3
26.2"' 25.3"'
19.5
19.1
23.5
22.5
22.6
22.1

4170

-4000

190

-96

180

1000

60

60

IARV
D -50th - unbeked 1
186 98 reiMorced 25.5
26.1
8%
6%
17%
P -50th - unbeRed 1
154 98 reinforced 25.5
26.1
7%
5%
13%
D -50th - unbeRed 2
186
98 OEM
26.4
27.2
7%
3%
54%
P -50th - unbeRed 2
154
98 ~M
26.4
27.2 14%
2%
43%
D -50th - Belted
3
186
97 OEM
28.5
28.1
8%
3%
43%
P -50th - Belted
3
154
97 OEM
28.5
28.1
20%
3%
43%
• Failed channel at 230 ms, "Failed channel at 250 ms, •" Failed channel at 200 ms

11%
11%
12%
12%
20%
33%

5%
10%
4%
11%
6%
11%

12%
9%
3%
22%
2%
41%

20%
22%
42%
31%
59%
34%

17/0
79°/
57%
41%
66%
52%

39%
43%
44%
33%
39%
38%

38%
42%
42%
32%
38
37%

32) Test 1 videos were reviewed with the rigidized seats. The right-front passenger moved rearward
during the rear impact and loaded the seat. The passenger then rebounded forward. The dummy's head
was near the windshield, which was removed prior to the test, so head to windshield impact could not be
recorded.
Figure 2 illustrates the right passenger rebound position in test 1. Field accident studies and crash tests
over the last forty years have shown that rebound movement after a rear impact is associated with
injuries by contact with the frontal interior (Schwimmer, Wolf 1961, Severy et al. 1967, Partyka 1992,
Prasad et al. 1997). Figure 2 also highlights the potential of being out-of-position prior to airbag
deployment in frontal crashes following a rear impact.
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Figure 2: Right-front passenger movement on rebound in test 1.
33) Seat strength in the three KARCO tests was different. According to Roger Burnett in Lloyd, the 19982001 4-door Explorer shares the same platform as the 1998-2000 2-door Explorer and the 1998-2001
Mercury Mountaineer. The platform is referred to as UN150. The 2001, 2-door Explorer is referred to as
U207.
Seat strength for the UN150 platform is 13,000-15,000 inlb and the seat strength for the U207 is 14,00016,000 inlb. The 1995-1997 Ford Explorers and the 1997 Mercury Mountaineers have the UN105
platform with aseat-strength of 12,000-13,000 inlb. The seat strength was 12,000-13,000 inlb in test 3
and 13,000-15,000 inlb in test 2. The seat used for test 3 is not representative of Mr.
vehicle.
Mr.
1998 Ford Explorer was involved in a prior crash in April 1999. The influence of the prior
crash on the crashworthiness of the vehicle, seats and components is uncertain. Production seats in the
1998 Ford Explorer have strength of approximately 13,000-15,000 inlb.
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Figure 3: Test 2 upper neck responses during rear loading; a roof impact at 533 ms is not shown.
34) Test 2 was carried out with a 1998 Ford Explorer seat and with an unbelted 50th male Hybrid III rightfront passenger dummy weighing 154 Ib. The delta V was 26.4 mph at the tunnel. According to Mr.
Mercaldi, the delta V for the Explorer in the
rear crash was about 20-25 mph. Test 2 of
the KARCO series P26199 is the most interesting with regard to the Bagg-Marsters crash.
A review of the test video indicates that the right-front passenger moved rearward and loaded the seat.
The seatback rotated and the passenger neck was in tension throughout the rear load. There was a
glancing head contact with the 2"d row but the neck load remained in tension. The dummy then
rebounded up and forward. The dummy's head contacted the roof at about 560 msec. The data was
4
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available for 500 ms, so the head to roof contact cannot be seen in the plot. Test
2 illustrates the
potential for rebound injuries for unbelted occupants in rear impacts.
The KARCO tests involved 5 deg pitch of the buck, but do not simulate the dynamic under-ride
of the
crash. The rear impact lifted the back of the occupant compartment. This caused the
seat cushions to be lifted up compressing the occupants into the seat. This increased retention
of the
occupants on their seats.
35) Ford ran a rear sled test with a 149 Ib, 5th female Hybrid III dummy in a 1998 Explorer buck (S2011).
The 25 mph delta V is at the upper end of the severity range in Ms
crash. Figure 4 shows the
lower neck responses and occupant kinematics at 160-220 ms. This time-period includes head
contact
on the 2nd row seatback. The neck is in tension and extension until contact with the 2nd row.
The peak
neck compression force was 350 Ib with a flexion moment of about 250 inlb. The responses
are below
injury thresholds.
Since Ms.
' crash involved under-ride and lift of the rear of the Explorer, her motion would be
been reduced by her being forced down into the seat cushion. She was unbelted but belt loads
were not
substantial in test S2011 because the seat provided most of the restraint. Ms.
is taller than the
5th female Hybrid III. The clockwise yaw from the rear impact would have Ms.
moving to the
right against the door assuming an initially normal seated position. If she was leaning to the right
or left,
or out of position, her kinematics and interaction with the seat would be different than the crash
testing
with dummies normally seated.
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Figure 4: Lower neck responses in 25 mph rear sled test with a
1998 Ford Explorer and a 149 Ib, 5th female Hybrid III dummy (S2011).
36) Ford ran 3 rear sled tests with the 2000 Explorer at a 25 mph rear delta V using a belted 50th Hybrid
III dummy (H25843, H25844 and H25866). The normalized HIC averaged 20.5 ± 4.4% of IARV.
The
normalized neck compression force averaged 42.3 ± 14.3% in the upper neck and 39.0 ± 8.5% in
the
lower neck. The injury reference values used for normalizing the data was 899 Ib for upper and
lower
neck compression (Mertz et al. 2003). The average normalized flexion moment was 6.1 ± 2%
in the
upper neck and 9.1 ± 10.2% in the lower neck.
Figure 5 shows the lower neck force and moment as a function of time for test H25886. The response
is
similar to what was found in Figure 4 with the 5~h female Hybrid III. Dr. Benda claims that a force of 1100
Ib is required to cause the burst fracture at T3-T4 thoracic spine of Ms.
. No reference is given
for the tolerance level; however, the data from the Ford 5th female Hybrid III test (S2011) and Ford 50tH
5
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male Hybrid III tests (H25843, H25844 and H25866) were well below 1100 Ib. The KARCO P26199 test
2 involved only tension on the spine during the rear loading.
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Figure 5: Lower neck responses for the left-front dummy in test H25886 with 25 mph rear delta V.
37) The most relevant injury criteria for human neck injury in automotive crashes were published by Mertz
et al. (2003). This comprehensive work includes neck tolerances for serious cervical injury based on
biomechanical data. Table 3 lists the upper and lower neck tolerances for AIS 3+ injury for the 5~'' female,
50th male and 95th male.
Table 3: Neck tolerances (Mertz et al. 2003).
5%
Female

50%
Male

95%
Male

465
566

739
899

892
1,085

Upper Neck
Flexion (inlb)
Extension (inlb)

840
345

1,681
690

2,229
911

Lower Neck
Flexion (inlb)
Extension (inlb)

1,681
690

3,361
1,380

4,458
1,822

Neck
Tension (Ib)
Compression (Ib)

38) Dr. Benda opines that Ms.
' spine injuries are the result of head, neck and shoulder loading
of the 2nd row while she was in a "chin to chest posture." This opinion is not supported by the plaintiffs'
tests or the Ford's tests. The 1998 Explorer seat is reasonably strong and causes neck extension as the
seat yields rearward. This results in the top of the head and then forehead interacting with the 2"d row
seatback, as shown in Figure 4. The neck compresses and the lower neck loading shifts from extension
to flexion. However, the head-neck appears to remain in an extended position. There is no chin to chest
kinematic. There is no shoulder loading compressing the spine. In KARCO test 2, only neck tension is
seen.
The head to 2"d row seatback impacts in the Ford tests with the 5~h and 50th Hybrid III dummies resulted in
a relatively long duration compression force. This is consistent with a head impact into a padded surface
without a risk for serious head, neck or spine injury.
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39) Ms.
sustained a comminuted non-displaced fracture of C1 right inferior facet, C7, T1 and T2
comminuted and displaced fractures of the spinous processes, and burst fractures of T3 and T4 vertebral
bodies with distraction, retropulsion of bone fragments into central canal. The lower cervical injuries are
consistent with flexion-compression with a head impact and shoulder loading. However, shoulder loading
does not occur with the neck extended as demonstrated in the KARCO and Ford tests. Also, head
loading of soft 2"d row seatback padding as seen in the Ford tests would not be associated with the brain
injuries Ms.
experienced.
Her spinal injuries are more consistent with a fall injury. McElhaney, Myers. (1993) reported a similar
injury pattern in a motorcycle rider who was ejected 50 feet on the ground at 30 mph. The testing by Ford
shows neck extension at contact with the 2"d row. This would not be consistent with the cervical and
thoracic spine fractures of Ms.
.
Yoganandan et al. (1989) found a strong association between craniofacial trauma and serious injury of
the cervical (70%) or thoracolumbar (57%) spine. Ms.
spinal injuries are consistent with facial,
head and other injuries associated with a ground impact.
spinal injuries are comparable to fall injuries (Richter et al. 1996, Moeller et al. 1997,
40) Ms.
Lau et al. 1998, Turk et al. 2004, Yagmur, 20004). Richter et al. (1996) reviewed medical records of fall
victims from suicide and accidents. Table 4 shows that fractures of the thoracic and lumbar spine were
most common (83.0%). Similarly, Moeller et al. (1997) reported that spinal injuries most often (>66%)
consisted of compression and bursting vertebral fractures of the thoracolumbar spine.
Table 4: Fall injuries described by Richter et al. (1996), Table III.
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41) Ms.
' thoracic spine injuries are consistent with a head impact with little or no padding.
Yoganandan et al. (1986), Sances et al. (1986) and Nusholtz et al. (1983) carried out inverted drop tests
on the heads of post-mortem human subjects. Nusholtz et al. (1981), Alem et al. (1984) and Culver et al.
(1978) carried out pendulum tests on the head of post-mortem human subjects.
The test data was recently analyzed by Viano, Parenteau (2009). Thoracic spine fractures occurred in a
number of the tests with different alignments of the head, neck and torso with the impact axis and thin
padding on the impactor (Appendices A and B). For the drop tests, spinal fractures occurred from a
height of 4.0 ± 0.9 feet and impact velocity of 10.9 ± 1.2 mph. The impact force averaged 1,982 ± 845 Ib.
For the pendulum impact tests, spinal fractures occurred with an impact velocity of 18.5 ± 4.9 mph and
force of 1,797 ± 484 Ib.
42) Ms.
' spine and other injuries are the result of ejection and ground impact. Huelke et al.
(1981) found that severe neck injuries 21.4 times higher when ejected than non-ejected. They also noted
that severe neck injuries were rare in vehicles struck in the rear. These results are consistent with a more
recent study. Viano, Parenteau (2010, in press) found that the risk for serious spinal injury was 41 times
higher when an occupant was ejected than non-ejected for all crashes and 28 times greater in rear
impacts.
7
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43) Dr. Benda opines that Ms.
was in the 2nd row and was likely ejected. after the tripping phase
of the rollover. Dr. Benda opinion is not consistent with the facts. While the vehicle trips its motion is
towards the tree and there is little yaw. Ejection of Ms Marsters from a side window or sunroof would
have her motion towards the tree, not the road. This would be inconsistent with Mr. Valente's rest
position for Ms.
that Dr. Benda relies upon.
The possibility of Ms.
' ejecting during the clockwise rotation of the Explorer during the tree impact
was reconsidered. If Ms.
was in the rear area of the vehicle, ejection toward the road could be
possible. For this scenario #4, the ejection distance would be about 30' with a tumble distance to reach
the rest position at 42'. The vehicle's translational motion would have been essentially stopped by the
tree as it rotated clockwise around it. Ms.
' ejection velocity would have to be from vehicle
rotation (pitch rotation around the tree). Assuming 7.5' from the center of rotation to the exit point from
the rear hatch, vehicle rotation would have to be about 300 deg/s to have an ejection velocity of 25 mph
for one ejection calculation that is consistent with the rest position of Ms.
. However, Ms.
had no burns and this scenario would have involved ejection from an area of the vehicle in fire.
If Ms.
was ejected from the rear hatch during rotation around the tree, she would have
experienced the forces of the tree impact before ejection. Impact with the tree was at 30-35 mph with the
vehicle at more than 90 deg roll angle and first contact with the driver's side roof rail. Ms.
would
have to be in the 2"d row or rear cargo area at the time of impact with the tree and she would have a
severe impact with the roof area, since the delta V of the roof impact was more than 30 mph. Some of
Ms.
' spinal and other injuries could have occurred during the tree impact, prior to ejection from
the rear hatch in this scenario.
44) Other ejection scenarios were considered. Scenario #1 would be ejection from the driver-side
windows at about 131' from her rest position. Scenario #2 would be from the rear hatch at about 110'
from her rest position. Both of these scenarios seem to involve too great distances from the rest position
of Ms Marsters. The ejection velocities would be 49-52 mph using ejection calculations based on several
assumptions.
Scenario #3 was discussed in my original report and would involve a distance of about 67' to the rest
position of Ms.
. Several different ejection calculations were made by changing the upward
trajectory at ejection. With a greater angle, the ejection velocity ranged from 30-42 mph and involved a
vertical impact velocity of 11-13 mph on the road. Scenario #3 still seems to be the most reasonable in
this crash and Ms.
' injuries are consistent with a fall onto the road.
45) MGA carried out of series of FMVSS 207 tests with 1999 Sport Utility vehicle seats and with a 2000
Ford Explorer seat. The tests were sponsored by Ford. Table 5 summarizes the peak loads. The
highest load was with the 2000 Ford Explorer seat at 1102 Ib indicating that the seat strength of the Bagg' Explorer exceeds that of other SUVs.
Table 5: Seat strength data from FMVSS 207 testing.
MGA
SC6250
SC6251
SC6252
SC6249
SC4283

Max.
load (Ib)
1999 Isuzu Trooper
701
1999 Dodge Durango
891
1999 Mitsubishi Montero
912
1999 Toyota 4-Runner
1049
2000 Ford Explorer
1102
Seat

46) NHTSA and the automotive manufacturers have studied seat performance in rear crashes for more
than four decades and concluded that yielding seats offer a balance of occupant protection in all crashes.
Neither NHTSA nor the automotive manufactures have ignored the issues presented by plaintiff experts
calling for more rigid front seats (see Lloyd report).
0
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The studies by NHTSA have led them to the conclusion that seat performance is complex and that
increasing seatback strength is only one consideration for occupant safety in rear impacts. The
automotive industry has also conducted in-depth studies and investigated real-world crashes. They have
concluded that the use of yielding seats is fundamental to occupant protection and that making front seats
more rigid may increase harm to the motoring public in some crashes (Viano 2008, Viano et al. 2009).
For optimal front-seat occupant protection in rear impacts, the seat needs to provide energy
management, containment and occupant restraint in low-to-high-speed crashes. In low-speed crashes,
the seat and head restraint need to control head and neck kinematics to lower whiplash risks for all
occupants.
Yielding seats are also needed to protect older occupants with spinal stenosis from disabling spinal cord
injury in low-speed rear impacts. Low-speed rear crashes involve long duration loading of the neck that
can injure the spinal cord in older occupants with stenosis. This represents 14% of severe injury in rear
crashes. More rigid seats increase the risks for paralysis in those with spinal degeneration (Viano,
Parenteau 2009).
Rear impact protection is complex and depends on many independent aspects of occupant safety, such
as crash severity, injury mechanisms, restraint systems (e.g., head restraint height and gap, seatbelt
systems, airbags and seat design), occupant biometrics (e.g., age, gender, height, weight, medical
history), occupant seating position, other occupants in the vehicle and type of crash (e.g., single- or multivehicle impacts).
47) The design of automotive seats has evolved as better understandings of crash injuries and safety
performance have been reached (Anderson 1961, Prasad et al. 1997, Burnett et al. 2004, Viano 2008).
NHTSA has primary regulatory responsibility over automotive seats, which are specified in FMVSS 207.
Since the 1960s, NHTSA has undergone regular study of seat performance in rear crashes and
considered standards specifying seat safety requirements.
48) Viano, Parenteau (2008) studied frontal impact cases with MAIS 3+F injury to the head or spine of
2nd row seated child. Children were most commonly injured by contact with the seatback, B-pillar or
other structures in front of them, even when lap-shoulder belted. Most severe-to-fatal injury occurred in
rear crashes where intrusion caused the injury or the intrusion pushed the child into a relatively upright
front seatback. Improvements in child safety in the 2"d row were discussed but stiffening the front seats
was not recommended.
49) Exponent Failure Analysis (2002) carried out a 33.5 mph frontal sled test with an unbelted 6 year old
child dummy seated behind a BMW ABTS seat. Figure 6 shows the head impact, which resulted in a
head response (HIC = 5303) that was 733% above the IARV for the child. The HIC level is consistent
with an extremely high risk of fatal head injury by contact with a stiff front seatback. The compressionflexion neck response was 256% above the IARV. Accident data and test findings suggest that more rigid
front seats are not a reasonable approach to improving safety of 2nd row seated children in more
frequent frontal crashes.

Figure 6: Unbelted 6 year old child dummy seated behind a BMW ABTS seat in a frontal impact.
50) NASS-CDS electronic cases were reviewed for injury to adults seated in the 2"d row in rear impacts
(Lloyd v. Ford). There was only one case with a moderately injured 2"d row adult in a Ford Explorer. The
~7
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case (1999-78-18J) involved a 1998 Ford Explorer and a 67 year old female seated behind an
unoccupied right-front seat. The Explorer sustained a severe rear impact, yawed and departed the road.
Figure 7 shows the vehicle damage and contact marks on the passenger seatback. The right 2"d row
adult was pushed forward by the rear intrusion. She contacted the back of the passenger seat and
sustained a rib fracture, an orbital fracture and other injuries. The passenger seatback yielded forward.
Her injuries would have been more severe had she been sitting behind a more rigid front seat.
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Figure 7: Vehicle deformation, intrusion and contact marks (Case 1999-78-18J).
51) Partyka (1990) found that seatbelts prevent front-seat occupants from rebounding into front interior
components. Digges et al. (1993) found that non-contact injuries were most harmful in rear impact and
that contact injuries were most commonly attributed to the seat and frontal components. More than half
of the occupants in severe rear crashes received injuries from frontal contacts, and some were in seats
that did not deform during the crash.
52) CRA (Collision Research and Analysis) impacted a yielding and more rigid (stiff) seat to demonstrate
the effect of energy stored in the stiff seat being returned to the occupant as rebound velocity. In the
tests, a weight is dropped onto the seatback. The photos in Figure 8 are aligned horizontally to simulate
the direction of occupant loading in a rear impact. The yielding seat deforms and absorbs energy. The
more rigid seat deforms but springs back throwing the weight back with rebound velocity.
Yield'mg seat
;~
~.
,

Stiff seat
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Figure 8: Energy absorbed by a yielding seat and elastic rebound with a more rigid seat.
53) Rebound was compared with a 5th female Hybrid III leaning in-board on a rigid ABTS and yielding
seat (Viano et al. 2009). Figure 9 shows that rebound was greater and earlier with the more rigid seat
50tH
than with the yielding seat. Ford also carried out rear impact sled tests that compare rebound of a
male Hybrid III on ABTS and yielding seats. Figure 10 shows earlier and increased rebound with the
ABTS seat than the yielding seat.

10
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Figure 9: Greater rebound in the Sebring ABTS (right test #S1704) compared to the
Ford Explorer (left test #S1703) sled tests (Viano et al. 2009).

Figure 10: Greater rebound with the LeSabre ABTS (right test #H29744) compared
to the Ford Explorer (left test #H29743) at 16 mph.
54) Ford carried out a 29 mph rear impact sled test with a 300 Ib unbelted 95th male right-front passenger
dummy in a LeSabre ABTS seat (test H29799). Figure 11 shows the kinematics of the occupant's upper
body moving rearward and inboard of the passenger seat frame (100-200 ms). This caused the upper
body to wrap around the seat frame, which twisted inboard. The dummy's head contacted the 2"d row at
about 200 ms.
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Figure 11: Dummy kinematics and rebound in sled test H29799.
55) Mr.
often discusses the risk of injury in rear impacts using test data from vehicles of 19701980's; however focusing on vehicles of that era is mis-leading. Ms.
was involved in a crash in
a 1998 Ford Explorer. There have been incremental improvements in vehicle structures and seats over
11
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the past 30-40 years. The performance of seats and seatbelts in vehicles from 1979-1980 would not be
representative of those used in the 1998 Ford Explorer. Seat and belt system designs, vehicle and
interior components and testing have advanced.
Mr.
also refers to the older tests as showing seatbelts are ineffective in restraining occupants in
rear impacts. Sled and crash testing indicates that the lap belt minimizes rear excursion of the dummy
and compliments the restraint provided by the seat. Lap-shoulder belts minimize forward excursion of the
dummy during rebound. However, the sled and crash tests do not reflect the full effectiveness of
seatbelts in preventing injury in rear impacts. The extensive field data is the most objective data on the
effectiveness of seatbelts in rear crashes.
56) Prasad et al. (1997) have investigated the effect of the standing (pedestrian) and standard seated
pelvises and found no differences in occupant responses in rear impact testing. Testing with the standard
pelvis and the field accident data confirm the effectiveness of seatbelt use in rear impacts. Mr.
often refers to KARCO testing as showing differences with the standing and seated pelvises. A review of
the available KARCO tests found only two matched tests. The tests show virtually identical occupant
kinematics with the standing and seated pelvises. It is unclear what testing supports Mr.
comment. In addition, recent matched tests carried out with a Hybrid III dummy fit with a pedestrian or
seated pelvis show essentially no difference in dummy responses in the 25 mph rear delta V tests.
The findings and opinions in this supplemental report are offered to a reasonable degree of
biomechanical, engineering and medical certainty based on the materials reviewed and analysis of facts
to date. I reserve the right to further refine my opinions as additional information, activities and materials
provide new facts and evidence. I also reserve the right to amend my initial and supplemental reports
and to further rebut statements and conclusions in reports of plaintiff's experts. My billing rate for the
work performed is $450/hr.
Sincerely,
~ a.MA

David C Viano, Dr. med., Ph.D.
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Appendix A: Cadaver drop test results summarized by Viano, Parenteau (2009).
Test No

Cadaver Padding Impact location
(cm)

Initial
Condition

Drop
Height
(m)

0.6

Constrained

1.0

4.4

5.4

2.5

Constrained

1.8

5.9

72

#

Nusholtr et al. (1983)
82L484
1
82L485

2

Impact
Head
Impact Serious
Velocity Velocity Force (N) Injury
(m/s1
(m/s)
6,700

Yes
Yes

Some Pathology
Information

T3 fic FiexionCompression Type.
C1, C3-C4 fx laminae,
C2-05 fx. T1, T3, T4
fracture of laminae, T2
Fractured body
C5-C7 disc rupture, T2 fx
Flexion-Compression
Type.
C1 fx, cervical disc
ruptures, T3 chip fx.
Flexion-Compression
Type.
C7 fx. T1 - Compression
of anterior superior body,
T2 - compression of
anterior body
-

-

-

82L499

6

2.5

Unconstrained

82L500

7

2.5

Constrained

1.5

5.4

6.6

10,800

Yes

82L501

8

2.5

Unconstrained

0.8

4.0

4.2

5,600

Yes

Free

0.9

4.2

5.2

4,687

Yes

0.9

4.2

4.3

3,200

Yes

-

Yoganandan et al. (1986) 8 Sances et al. (1986)
834212763
HS76
0.0
5 cm posterior of
vertex

Posterior ligament
disruption C5-C6, C6
disc rupture.
Compression fracture of
T7 and T10
Linear parietal temporal
skull fx. T4-T5
compression vertebral
bodies, linear parietal
temporal skull fracture
T7 wedge compression
fx
Disruption of posterior
ligaments C6-C7
Type I odontoid fx
avulsion of posterior
ligaments C1-C2. T7
mid compression fx.
Bilateral basilar skull fx.
T3 compression fx.
Jefferson fx. C1. T4
burst fx.
Right parietal skull fx into
base. T1-T2 dislocation

834211753

HS75

0.0

2.5 cm posterior
of vertex

Free

0.9

4.2

52

6,405

Yes

834225804

HS80

0.0

Free

1.2

4.8

5.9

5,684

Yes

834226814

HS81

0.0

Free

1.2

4.8

5.9

6,191

Yes

844247845

HS84

0.0

Occipital
proturbance
10 cm posterior
of vertex
2.5 cm anterior of
vertex

Free

1.5

5.4

6.6

7,185

Yes

844248855

HS85

0.0

Restrained

1.5

5.4

6.6

14,922

Yes

844250865

HS86

0.0

Restrained

1.5

5.4

6.6

14,329

Yes

844279884

HS88

1.2

Restrained

1.2

4.8

5.9

Restrained

1.2

4.8

5.9

9,786

Yes

T6 compression fx

Restrained

1.2

4.8

5.9

11,560

Yes

Restrained
Restrained

1.2
1.2

4.8
4.8

5.9
5.9

12,840
12,440

Yes
Yes

C6 spinous process fic.
T7 fx
C2 fx. T1 wedge fx
C3 spinous process hc.
TS compression fx

1.2
0.3

4.9
0.5

5.8
0.8

8,822
3,761

1.5 cm posterior
of vertex
on vertex
2.5 cm left of
saggital plane
4 cm posterior of
vertex
3 cm posterior of
vertex
4-6 cm posterior
of vertex
on vertex
on vertex

Yes

&

844285894

HS89

1.2

844290914

HS91

1.2

844300924
844314934

HS92
HS93

1.2
1.2

Average
sd
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Appendix B: Cadaver head impact results summarized by Viano, Parenteau (2009).
Test No

Head Neck Torso Mass
Angle Angle Angle (kg)
(°)
(°)
(°)

Alem et al. (1984)
H402

Stroke Impact
(cm) Velocity
(m/s)

Head
Impact Calculated
Velocity Force (N)
Peak
(m/s)
Resultant
Acc (4)

20

10

5.1

10.9

9.1

11,000

Serious
Injury

Some Pathology
Information

Yes

Bilateral fx. T2 lamina at
base of spinous process
Anerior-inferior chip fx. of
C2. C3/C4 spinous
process tip 5c. Fracture of
T2 left transverse process.
Partial seperation of
anterior longitudinal
ligament at upper body of
T2. All interspinal
ligaments tom between T1T2. Left first rib fractured
adjacent to T1

H403

100

25

10

5.1

10.9

8.1

10,500

160

Yes

H406

80

5

10

5.1

8.0

5.8

4,000

70

Yes

H408

100

10

10

5.1

9.7

5.9

6,000

85

Yes

-22
-22
-15

56
56
56
56

3.0
0.0
11.9
17.8

5.6
5.7
5.6
5.6

6.7
6.3
6.4
6.3

6,200
6,000
7,100
11,100

302
116
133
217

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-25

56

15.2

5.6

6.3

10,300

228

Yes

< C7. Fx. T1 spinous proces
Fx T2 - Flexion/compression
Fx T4 - Flexion/compression
Fx T3
Extension/compression
Fx T1 Flexion/compression

9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9

20.3
20.3
10.2
102
10.2

10.0
9.6
10.2
9.9
8.4

8.4
5.9
8.3
9.3
7.9

8,850
7,450
8,450
8,000
7,030

57
106
156
122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

C5 8~ T1 fx, T2 crushed
C2 fx. T1 left facet crush.
C3-C4 fx. Chip fx. T2.
C1 fx, C2, C4, C7, T1, T2
C7. Ti fx

Average
sd

10.0
6.5

8.3
22

7.2
1.3

7,999
2,155

146.0
72.0

Nusholtr et al. (7981)
79L092
-45
10
80L123
25
10
80L128
-30
10
80L134
-30
5
80L139

-10

Culver et al. (1978)
77H104
77H105
78H107
78H108
78H109

25

Bilateral fx.of posterior C1
arch. Fx. of C2 dens.
Fracture of right lamina of
C7. Fracture of anterior
superiorTl body
Bilateral fx. of C1 posterior
arch, anteriainferior C2
body fx. extending through
C2-C3 disk. Anterior
inferior C2 body fracture
extending through C2-C3
disc. Compression fracture
of upper body of T2.
Compression fracture of
lower body of T3.
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March 31, 201q
Subject. Second supplemental report in
i
ped out of the lap-shoulder belt as th~

57) Mr.
opines that Ms.
was belted and
seatback rotated rearvuard >10 degrees. This view is
rear crash testing and field accident expsri~nces.

insistent with more than forty years o1

NHTSA (Partyka 1992) reviewed videos of 12 FMV:
seatbelts were restraining the occupant. Furthermore,
(2008) investigated full-width rigid barrier and offset d
belted and instrumented dummies in the front seats of i
videos were reviewed. The dummies were restrained
belts. Occupant ramping was not observed.

301 tests and found that seats anq
ramping was observed. Viano et alb
rma6le barrier FMVSS 301 tests witft
del year 1979-2005 vehicles. The test
the seats supplemented by the safety

Saunders et al. (2003) at NFITSA reviewed a series o FMVSS 301
crash tests of 2002 m~
year vehicles with instrumented 50" percentile male H brid III dummie
s. They analyzed vic
and found "no noticeable translation of the dummy up
the seatback (ramping) for the vehi
tested, even for the seat that collapsed,"
Field accident data shows good pertormance of yiel
4*F in rear crashes up to 30 mph delta V (Viano,
consistent with earlier NHTSA work on the safety per
58) Mr.
i refers to rear crash tests carried out in
occupant kinematics in very old vehicles and seats.
to "similar" circumstances in modern vehicles is mis-I

seats with very low injury risks for A
~ntaau 2010). This recent analysis
mce of yielding seats (Partyka 1992).
1960's and 1970's. He comments a
using on vehicles of that era and allu

Ms.
was involved in a crash with a 1998 For Explorer. There have been increme
nt.
improvements in vehicle structures, seats and safet systems over
the
years.
past
Th
pertormance of seats and seatbelts in vehicles from 960s-1980s
is not representative of th
safety perFormanco of the 1998 Ford Explorer. Sea designs
belt
,
system systems, vehicl
structures and Interior components have incrementally
dvanced as have the tesF methods an
dummies used to evaluate product safety.
59) Mr.
claims that properly beltEd front seat o apants
eject from their seats and b~
Completely or partially eject from the vehicle while the ~atbelt can
remains latched. This comment I r
inconsistent with crash testing and field accident data, ;cept in
very rare circumstances.
Vano, Parenteau (2010b) found that complete ejec ion was >800 times
more likely whil~
unbelted than belted in rear impacts. They reviewed 1i NASS-CDS
cases involving serious-toy
fatal injury (MAIS 3+F) with complete ejection in rear i npacts. There were
14 unbelted case
Half of the collisions involved three of more impacts in he crash sequen
ce; there were only tw~
cases of a single impact accident. Four of the 1a unbell :d cases involve
d 2n° row occupants,

C

There were only two belted cases involving comp)
convertible with an open top and another involved eje
impacting Freightliner. These .cases were unusual,
allowing the occupant to move out a large opening in th

~e ejection. One was in a Mercedes
tion out a door deformed opened by aFl
nulti-impact collisions with vehicle yav~
vEhicle.
!

Viano, ParentEau (2010b) also reported that the risk
than other crash modes.

partial ejection was lower in rear impact
c

i

I
t

i
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60) Mr. Poai refers to the Carlson
v Chrysler LLC, li the District Court of
Lancaster County
Nebraska Case N : 07-540. The case
involved a 2004 ?T
rollover. Ms.
was the right-front passenger and ~uasCruiser in a multi-impact collision an
listed as belted in the police report. ~
The
collision sequence was complex
pretensioners deployed followed by a drive . It invol ~d a frontal impact where the airbags an~
rear impact while inverted on its roof. Duri r-side rollo~ ~. The vehicle pirouetted and sustained ~
was the far-sid occupantR
She moved up and outward by centrifug ng the rollo~ '~, Ms.
al forces. The ;ar impact t0 the roof caus E
ed her to mov~
rearward loading the seatback,
which remained upi 3~t. The seat and belts restr
ained het
motion.
c.
The impacts, rollover and cent
rifugal
head to partially ejec
out the broken 2"~ row right window. accelerations ca ;ed Ms.
continued upward, outward and rear Her head was ainst the roof rail while her torso motio
ward causing n
injury by torso augmentation. Partia
ejection is uncommon in rear impacts,
irrespective of rit use. Ms.
was completely ejected.
was unbelted and
I
~
59) Mr. Pozzi implies that election
of belted oc~
I~~nts in rear impacts is common. Thi i
implication is unUue and misleadi
ng.
Eyka 1992) reported that ejection wa~
uncommon in rear impacts. They also NHl'SA
found that
loon risks were similar with and withou~
permanent seat deformation.

60) Mr. Pozzi implies belted occu
i
pants often slip out iof their lap belts
in dear impacts. 7hi~
implication is untrue and misleading, even
when plaintiff ~ own sled testing is examined
.
i
A 28.5 mph delta V rear impact sled
test was condo ~:ted at KARCO Enginee
Hybrid III belted driver (186 Ib) and a
ring with a 50`~
50`"
~~cplorer seat (P26199 test 3). Mr. Burn Hybrid III beltE d right-front passenger (154 Ib) in a 199
ett inspected tl e seats after the test and
noted damage
from a prior frontal crash.
~
s
Despite the prior damage, an older and
different seat esign and higher crash seve
rity than th
' cash (1.3-2.0 times higher), the drive
r nd right-front passenger remained belte~
and were not ejected out of their belts
crash tests and flefd accident experiencor vehicle. Tha i ~sults of this test are consistent with othe~
es.
C

Bi) Mr. Pozzi opines that apost
-cras
passenger seat is not representative ofh photo of tha Isatbelt buckle under the remains of th
Ms.
' Eck of seatbelt use. This view is untrue
The buckle was supported by a relatively
of latching the belts. Its location after stiff plastic sh ath that is slightly bent outboard for easy
ThE position after the crash indicates the fire is repres ~ntative of falling from its normal position
Ms. Marsters was 'unbelted in the accident.
i
i
62) Mr. Pozzi claims that the RCF-67 seat
belt
buck
les,
defe
ctiv
due to their ability to unlatc
in impacts of all kinds. This commen
t Is irrel~vallt to he
accident
coverage of unlatching is based
on parlor tricks that shave been refuted by the and any N
government. Ms.
industry and
was unbelted. Her buckle dic i not unlatch durin
g the crash.
i
Most importantly, the 1998 Ford Explorer
was not equi led with a RCF-67 side-releas
was equipped with an end release
buck
e
le, I~
buckle. Furthers
NHTSA denied a petition for safet~
recalls and new regulations addressi
ng the alleged "' rtial unlatching" issue. NHT
SA found
lack of evidence for inertial unlatching
in real world a dents (Bochly, Felrice 1992
). MofFatt e~
al. (1995) demonstrated the unrealistic aspe
cts of the ~ ~Flor trick.

~re

~re,

63) Mr. Poui opines that Ms.
i
was belted. Me cite
Nambisan, Vasudan (2007). This stud was belted b cause Mr.
y
survey data on seatbelt use Burin
daylight hours In Nevada. It provides unre was based
lated informal on to Ms.
belt usage.

~n

c

2
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nano, Parenteau (2009) showed the fract
ion of unbelte~ occupants increased with
injury in an accident. This reflects
the affects of crasP :s at different times of thethe severity c~
impact severities and types of crashes.
day, different
(~10%) occurs in accidents during mos Figure 1 shows he lowest fraction of unbelted occupant
tly daylight hour; resulting in no injury or only
The highest fraction of unbelted
minor Inju
(~50%) are serious- ijury accidents
occu
accidents. The
that
r
late
at nigh
' cras
large fraction of unbelted occupant h occurred at 3:09 m and falls into the latter caCegory with
s.
~~

■ NASSCDS

60
~ 50
~, 40

a Palics
47.7

T0

27.s
12.1
~~~7

All

7.9

1.91

~
i

73.3
~ 8,5

0

1-2

I
3

4fiF

Fatal

ze

~.i~

i.oe

Injury Severity MAIS)
Ratio

i

n

~ 30
ZD

58,2
53.9

55.6

z.78

1.90

~
;

Figure 1: Percentage repelled unbe
lted by ~ >S-CDS and police for different
injury severities in towaway crashes.
by the police-reported unbelted rateThe lio is the NASS-CDS divided
(fn Viano, Parenteau 2009).

~

1
The Nambisan, Vasudan (200 study is
not
relevant t the
' crash. It was base
on observations in only the State of
Nevada and the eta was collected durin dayl
g
ight
from 8 am to 6 pm. The results are
not representati~ of belt use during night time or hour
states.
in other
Many studies have shown lower belt use
i
2010). Figure 2 shows the seatbelt useduring nightti e than daytime driving (Chaudhary et al'
by time of lay. 5eatbelt use was lowest betw
midnight and 4:00 am.
ee~
1

~~
S54
ws

Tn

a
~o.
35n
3DK
1:!a
7M:

3E~.~ur.'~~~~Pn~.P

E$~

:i ~ ~ a ~ ''< 1
..t

A ~

i
4

w~

o.Z.~.~.9 G..~_.

Figure 2: Percent belted for fatal) injured front-s
eat
occuparns (from Chaudha et al. 2070).
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r
The Nambisan, Vasudan data was colle
cted in the St
Western state. The
crash occurred ii
NHTSA (2001) reported lower seatbelt use
in the Noi
based on survey data. The right front
pass
enge
r show
t 2.5% in the Western region but only
65°10 t 1.3% in
was lower for right-fronE passengers (65%
~ 1.3%) than
Seatbelt use was similar for right-front passenge
rs (81;
West

to of Nevada and is representative of
Massachusetts in the Northeast region
yeast region than in the Western region
er belt use for vans and SUVS was 87 °/~
he Northeast region. Also, seatbelt use#
or drivers (73% t 5.9%) in the Northeas
t 2.5%) and drivers (82% t 3.4%) in th~

Survey data on belt use is based on field
i
(2009) found that the fraction of unbeltedobservations nd not on injury data. Viano, Parenfeau
3.8% with no injury to 53.9% with fatalitiesoccupants ii creased with the severity of injury fro
in the pol ce reporfs, and from 7.9°/a to 58.2% it
NASS-CDS crash investigated data (Figure
1). Ms. Ma sters was seriously injured as a resul
t of
complete ejection. Survey data on belt use
or the ct the Mr.
was
belte
are
d
not
indicative of
seatbelt use.
According to medical records, Ms.
was
among occupants who had been drinking than dr
nc
Ontario, Canada, showed that only 36% of
62% of non-drinking drivers (Solomon et al.drinking
2009).
drivers leaving a bar parking lot were belCe
d,

s

prior to the crash. Seatbelt use is lowe
king. For example, checkpoint data i
rs wore their seat belts as compared witl
sser et al. (1986) found that only 24% of

i
The findings and opinions in this supplemental
biomachanical, engineering and medical certa repo are offered to a reasonable dEgree o~
base on the materials reviewed and analysi~
of facts to date. I reserve the right to furthinty
er
refln
my opinions as additional information
activities and materials provide new facts and
evidenc . I also reserve the right to amend m
initial and supplemental reports and to furth
plaintiffs experts. My billing rate for the work er rebut s atements and conclusions in reports
pertormed is $45olhr.
~
r

Sincere fy,

~v .~
David

~

Viano, Dr, med., Ph.D.
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